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CHAPTER 0. INTRODUCTION 
THE SET of orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms of a closed, oriented, Cm n-manifold 
M” can be made into a locally-path-connected, metrizable, topological group Diff M” by 
endowing it with the C” topology and the operation of map-composition [34], [43]. For 
general n, the only global homotopy-theoretic fact known about the identity-component 
Diff,, M” is that it has the homotopy type of a countable CW complex [43]. 
In contrast, when n s 2, it is known that each component of Diff M” has the homotopy 
type of a certainJinite CW complex [19], [46]. Specifically, in these dimensions Diff M” is an 
extension of Diff,, M” by the (discrete) group of homotopy classes of orientation-preserving 
self-homotopy-equivalences of M”, and Diff, M" contains a well-known compact Lie group 
as deformation retract 1191. For example, in the case of the 2-sphere, this subgroup is SO, 
acting linearly), and in the case of the 2-torus, the subgroup is the torus T2 itself (acting 
by translation). 
In this paper, we develop methods for detecting non-trivial n,(Diff M”), for various i 
and M”. We give some details towards the end of this introduction. Our main aim is to lend 
substance to the belief that the kind of finiteness results described in the preceding para- 
graph are rare (perhaps never true in dimensions greater than four). The connection between 
this goal and our results on non-trivial n,(Diff M”) is supplied by two theorems. The first is a 
theorem of W. Browder [lo] which states that an arcwise-connected H-space X of finite 
type satisfies 7c2(X) = 0. The second is a theorem of Hubbuck [25], which states that an 
arcwise-connected, homotopy-abelian H-space X of finite type is homotopy equivalent o a 
point or to a product of circles. In particular, n,(x) = 0, i 2 2. 
Our main non-finiteness results are contained in the following theorems (cf. Chapter 1, 
1.4.4, Appendix A.l, Chapter 2, 2.4.4 and 2.6.3): 
THEOREM A. If n 2 7, then Diff, S” is not dominated by a finite CW complex. 
* The first two authors were supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP-7952X1 and 
the third author by a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship. 
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Remarks. (1) We obtain no information about the non-finiteness of Diff,S” for 
3 < n < 6. J. Cerf has shown that Diff S3 is connected. Recent tmpublished results of 
T. Akiba, C. Morlet, and C. Rourke imply that SO., is a deformation-retract of Diff S3. 
(2) It is well-known that Diff S” has finitely many components when n # 4. Therefore, 
when Diff, S” is replaced by Diff S” in Theorem A, we obtain an equivalent result. 
(3) In [40], [41], Novikov shows that Diff,, S” and SO,,, have distinct homotopy types 
for many n. Theorem A greatly strengthens this result. 
In particular, Novikov exhibits differentiable S” bundles over spheres that do not bound 
differentiable Dn+’ bundles (where D”+l is the unit ball in Euclidean (n + 1)-space). He does 
this for infinitely many n, but there are infinitely many gaps (cf. Chapter 1, 1.3.7). 
Our results (Chapter 1, 1.3.6, 1.4.3, 1.4.4) together with a theorem of Cerf (see Appen- 
dix A.3), imply immediately that there exist differentiable S” bundles over spheres that do 
not bound differentiable D”+ ’ bundles, for every n 2 5 (cf. the argument in 1.1.13). More- 
over, these bundles can all be chosen to contain trivial differentiable D” bundles and to have 
base spaces of dimension I n - 3. All such bundles are topologically trivial, because the 
group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of S” that pointwise fix a given hemi- 
sphere is contractible, by the Alexander trick. 
(4) In [44], Robertson proves that if Diff S” is given thepointwise Ck topology, then it 
has SO,,, as a deformation retract. This topology has no obvious differential-topological 
significance, however. 
(5) Theorem A implies that, for n 2 7, Diff, S” does not have the homotopy type of a 
finite-dimensional Lie group. This gives a negative answer, therefore, to a question raised by 
J. Eells and R. Palais. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that M4’ is a closed, connected, C *, spin mantfold all of whose 
rational Pontrjagin classes are zero. Then, Diff, M” does not have the homotopy type of a 
finite CW complex, provided that t 2 11. 
Remarks. (1) The standard, orientedn-torus T” is a spin manifold with trivial Pontrjagin 
classes. Therefore, when n = 4t, t 2 11, Diff, T” does not have finite type. In particular, T” 
(acting on itself by translation) is not a deformation retract of Diff,T” for these n. In 
Chapter 2, Corollary 2.4.3, we improve this by showing that T” and Diff,T” have distinct 
homotopy types for n 2 25. These torii provide counterexamples to a conjecture of Eells. 
(2) Riemannian manifolds with constant sectional curvature have trivial rational Pontrja- 
gin classes (Chapter 2, 2.5.1). Not all are spin manifolds, however [6]. In Chapter 2, 
$2.5, we describe some non-vacuous classes of flat manifolds and manifolds with constant 
negative curvature that satisfy all the conditions of Theorem B. Thus, for any such Rieman- 
nian manifold M”, Diff, M” does not have finite type. 
(3) Every closed, connected, oriented n-manifold of appropriate dimension satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem B. This includes all oriented homotopy spheres [30] and oriented 
homotopy tori [24]. 
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(4) Let Diff(M”, M” - B) be the closed subgroup of Diff M” consisting of all diffeomor- 
phisms that fix each point in the complement of the smoothly imbedded ball B E M”. All 
the non-trivial elements in ni(Diff M”) that we detect in this paper belong to the image of the 
inclusion-induced homomorphism 
n,(Diff(M”, M” - B)) -+ n,(Diff M”). 
Let Top M” be the group of orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms of M” with the 
compact-open topology, and give Top(M”, M” - B) the obvious meaning. By the Alexander 
trick, this subgroup has trivial homotopy groups. It follows immediately that the inclusion- 
induced homomorphism 
ni(Diff M”) + nj(Top M”) 
kills the elements that we detect in 7ci(Diff M”) (cf. Remark (3) following Theorem A). 
The proofs of Theorems A and B are contained in Part I of this paper (Chapters 1 and 
2). In Part II (Chapter 3), which will appear separately?, we develop another method for 
detecting non-zero n,(Diff M”) which enables us to extend Theorem B, for example, to 
certain Riemannian manifolds of (not necessarily constant) negative curvature. For another 
example, in Part II we are able to remove some of the dimension restrictions of Theorem B 
in the case of the torus (cf. Remark (1) following Theorem B above). 
THEOREM C. Let T” be any oriented, C” n-manifold having the homotopy type of the 
standard n-torus. 
(1) If n 2 7, then T” and Diff, T” have distinct homotopy types. 
(2) Suppose that n = 4k, k 2 3, or n = 8k - 6, k not a power of two. Then Diff,, T” does 
not have the homotopy type of a jnite C W complex. 
Remark. Theorem C (2) also holds for n = Q - 3, where Q ranges over the values of a 
certain complicated function of three variables described in Chapter 1, 1.3.6. There are 
infinitely many values Q - 3 in each of the even congruence classes module 8 (cf. 1.3.7) and 
infinitely many gaps. The lowest value is Q - 3 = 10. 
Before giving details about the organization of this paper, we define the subgroup 
Diff(M”, 0”) of Diff M”, where D” is a closed n-ball smoothly imbedded in M”. This sub- 
group consists of all diffeomorphisms in Diff M” that fix each point of D”. In Chapter 1, 
$1 .l, we show that Diff S” is homotopy equivalent o Diff(S”, 0”) x SO,+,, and in Chapter 
2, $2.6, we show that Diff(S”, D”) is homotopy-abelian. 
The first chapter, which has five sections, is devoted to the detection of non-zero 
n,(Diff S”) and nj(Diff(S”, 0”)). In g1.1, we define a certain homomorphism from 
;ni(Diff(Sn, 0”)) into the Kervaire-Milnor group rn+i+l. We denote its image by racy”, 
following Gromoll [213, who was the first to consider these subgroups. Next, in 51.2, we 
consider certain bilinear pairings 
t “ The Concordance-homotopy groups of geometric automorphism groups”, Lecture Notes in Mathe- 
matics, p. 215, Springer-Verlag (1971). 
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and 
l-p+ l@ n,(SO,) -l l-p + +1 q 
Q(SOq) 0 ~,(SO,) u ,rp+4+1 ? 
and we show that image r and particular subgroups of image r~ are contained in certain 
Gromoll subgroups of Ig+qfl (1.2.3, 1.2.4). The pairing r was introduced by Munkres 
and has been studied in [17], [41]. The pairing c was first introduced by Milnor [35] and 
also has been studied in [26], [32]. In the third and fourth sections we detect non-trivial 
elements in image z ($1.3) and in some of the above-mentioned subgroups of image g 
($1.4). In $1.5, we detect large subgroups of Ikn n bP,+, n image 0, for some II and k 
(1.5.1-1.5.5), where bP,,+,, as usual, consists of all classes in I” whose representative 
spheres bound n-manifolds. The subgroups detected in this section are important for the 
proof of Theorem B (cf. Chapter 2, the remarks following 2.4.1). Appendix A contains 
various low-dimensional calculations, whereas Appendix B contains certain number- 
theoretic lemmas. 
Our method for detecting non-trivial elements in image r makes use of a connection, 
first exploited by Milnort and then, independently, by Novikov in [41], between the r-pairing 
and the composition pairing in the stable homotopy groups of spheres (Chapter 1, 1.3). 
Results of Toda [48], [49] and Mimura [37] are then applied. Our detection method for the 
a-pairing in $1.4 is similar to that of Milnor [35], only we use the Eells-Kuiper /l-invariant 
(cf. Kosinski [32])$ instead of Milnor’s i-invariant, and we make important use of the 
Barratt-Mahowald Splitting Theorem (see [7] and Chapter 1, 1.57). Finally, our method 
for obtaining large subgroups of Ikn n bP,+ 1 n image cr involves generalizing certain 
results of D. R. Anderson [3] (cf. 1.5.1, 1.5.6) and doing some complicated but elementary 
number theory (e.g., Appendix B). 
In Chapter 2, we obtain a criterion (Corollary 2.3.5) which enables us to use the results 
of Chapter 1 to detect more general non-zero xi(Diff M”) and rci(Diff(M”, 0”)). First (§2.1), 
we define homomorphisms . . 
ni(Diff(S”, O”))A rti(Diff M”), 3‘ 
which factor through rr,(Diff(iW’, M” - B”)) (cf. Remark (5) following Theorem B above). 
Then (§2.2), we define groups ni(Dz#-; S”, 0”) and ni(Diff; M”), which can be viewed as the 
homotopy groups of certain A-sets of differentiable block bundle equivalences, and we 
obtain a commutative diagram ($2.3) 
rci(Diff(Sn, D”)) A Zi(Diff M”) 
(1) 0 
I 
Q 
I 
ni( Dzy(S”, 0”)) --% q(Dzj- M”), 
t See R. Lashof (Editor), Problems indifferential and algebraic topology, Seattle Conference, 1963, 
Ann. Math. 81 (1965), 565-591. Munkres presented 7 at the Seattle conference. Milnor related it to the 
composition pairing at this conference. 
$ H. Tanaguchi, Some Examples of Difirentiable Sphere Bundles, preprint, Cornell University, uses 
the Eells-Kuiper invariant in a similar way and gets some examples of Diff, S” of non-finite type. 
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in which the vertical arrows are forgetful homomorphisms and 8, is the block analogue of 
E,. It is not hard to construct an isomorphism xi(D)iff; S”, D”) z lY”+*+l (2.3.2, 2.3.3) 
which sends Q(zi(Diff(S”, 0”)) onto r;:i+l. Let Z(M” x S’+‘) be the subgroup of r”“+’ = 
q(D$; S”, 0”) consisting of all homotopy spheres Cn+i+l for which the connected-sum 
(M” x Sifl) zn+i+l is orientation-preserving diffeomorphic to M” x S’+‘. We show 
(2.3.4) that kernel Q, E Z(M” x S’+‘). Thus, E* is non-trivial when rl,‘f” $ Z(M” x S’+‘) 
(2.3.5). In $2.4, we show that this non-triviality criterion is satisfied by manifolds M” satis- 
fying the conditions of Theorem B (Theorem 2.4.1). The construction here is similar to that 
of W. Browder in [12], except that we use Brumfiel’s index invariant [14]. Important for 
our applications is the fact that Theorem 2.4.1 has no hypotheses involving q(M”). In $2.5, 
we show that the conditions of Theorem B are satisfied by non-vacuous classes of Rieman- 
nian manifolds with constant sectional curvature. In $2.6, we prove that 
Diff(@ x C”, Mk x D”) 
is homotopy-abelian, where Mk is a closed, oriented, C” manifold, X” is an oriented 
homotopy sphere, and D” is a n-ball smoothly imbedded in X”. This group consists of all 
diffeomorphisms of Diff(Mk x C”) that fix every point of Mk x D”. When Mk satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem B, except possibly the dimension restrictions, we can combine the 
results of $2.4 with Hubbuck’s theorem on homotopy-abelian H-spaces, described above, 
to obtain non-finiteness results for Diff(Mk x C”, Mk x 0”) (Corollary 2.6.2). When Mk 
is a point and X” = S”, then Diff(Mk x E”, Mk x 0”) = Diff(S”, 0”). Applying Hubbuck’s 
theorem and the results of Chapter 1 (Theorem 1.3.6, Theorem 1.4.4, and Appendix A.l) to 
this case, we obtain Theorem A. 
In Part 11 (Chapter 3) of this paper, we develop another method for detecting non- 
trivial homomorphisms 
ni(Diff(S”, 0”)) L n,(Diff M”). 
First (§3.2), we generalize the groups Xi(Diff S”, D”) and ni(Dt$ M”) to the following 
categories, in which all objects are oriented and all maps are orientation-preserving: 
9-Y: PL manifolds and PL homeomorphisms 
%/ : Topological manifolds and homeomorphisms 
.@: Topological manifolds and homotopy equivalences. 
Thus, we obtain groups ni(99; M”), ni(%fi, M”), ni(A?; M”). We also define relative 
analogues ($3.3) and derive certain naturality and exactness properties ($3.4). To describe 
these, let .& and 9# be any two of the above categories or DQ$(the category of C w manifolds 
and C” diffeomorphisms), considering only pairs (W, ~4) for which there is a forgetful 
functor ~22 + a. Then, we define groups ni(g; &; M”), i 2 1, and obtain an exact sequence 
(Theorem 3.3.2) 
~~~+~i(&vJ”)---i---, ni(~; M”) k ni(W, sl; M”) 
(2) 
I 
8 
nj_l(zZ; M”) j Xi-,(W; M”) + 
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Most important for our purposes is a classification theorem (Theorem 35.5) which describes 
the groups ni(~, ~2; M*) in homotopy-theoretic terms, if n + i 2 6. For example, 
Zi(%fi, 83; M”) E [C i(M” u point), TOP/PL]. Modulo a reinterpretation of the groups 
ni(~, d; M”) as the “structure groups” ,40,(9, d; M”) of Sullivan [47] and Wall [51], 
(§3.7), valid when n + i 2 6, the classification theorem is just a combination of the results 
of the foregoing authors and Kirby and Siebenmann (On the triangulation of manifolds 
and the hauptvermutung, Bull. Am. math. Sot. 75 (1969), 742-749). 
We remark that although there is no forgetful functor Difs+B_Y, all of the results 
described above can be obtained when (g’, d) = (99, Dzfl) by strenuous application of 
Whitehead C’-triangulation theory. Since the arguments become somewhat technical in 
this case and distract from our main development, we treat the (92, Dzfl) theory in Appen- 
dix C following Chapter 3. It will be important for our applications to have available the 
(92, D@) case, or some equivalent (cf. our discussion below in case M” is a homotopy 
torus). 
We still make use of diagram (l), above, but we enlarge it as follows (Chapter 4, $4.1) 
&Diff(Sn. D”)) z ni(Diff M”) 
(3) 
Here, g is ST, %/z, or &‘, the homomorphism 8 is the boundary homomorphism in the 
exact sequence (2), and X is a natural homomorphism ($3.3) that makes the diagram 
commute. 
There are now a number of ways to proceed, all of which make use of the following 
ingredients : 
(a) The non-triviality of I;,‘;” z @(ni(Diff(S”, 0”))) or I:,“;” n bP,+i+, , for 
various i and n, as obtained in Chapter 1. 
(b) The classification theorem and the related interpretation of X, ($3.5). 
(c) The exactness of (2), ($3.3). 
For example, in the case of a Cm homotopy n-torus T”, we show that rci+ ,(99 ; T”) = 0 
(§3.5), i 2 1, so that 8 is a monomorphism when &I = 9’8 and M” = T”. This is false when 
9-V is replaced by %p and i = 2. Moreover, for every manifold M” with stably-fibre- 
homotopy-trivial tangent bundle, we can show that, for a = %b or z?i’y, jlr is a mono- 
morphism (53.5). It follows that 8, is a monomorphism when M” = T”, because T” is a 
n-manifold (W. C. Hsiang and J. Shaneson, Fake Tori, Section 4, mimeographed notes, 
Yale University, 1969). Thus, in this case, we obtain non-triviality results for E, which are 
much stronger than those deriving from Chapter 2 ($4.2). These imply Theorem C. Other 
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applications of (3) and the ingredients (a)-(c) are directed towards other manifolds M” that 
are K(x, 1)‘s (e.g. Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature) and towards homotopy 
spheres. 
CHAPTER 1. GROMOLL GOUPS. Diff S”, 
AND BILINEAR CONSTRUCTION OF EXOTIC SPHERES 
$1.1 HOMOMORPHISMS ?ri(Diff(S”, D,“)) -+ r”+‘+l 
1.1.1 Notation and conventions 
Let Iw” be Euclidean n-space with standard coordinates (x,, . . . , xJ and standard 
ordered basis (?i, , . . , 2,). Let S” be the set of unit vectors in R”+‘, provided with the induced 
topology and standard differential structure, and let D,” (resp., D”) be the hemisphere 
S” n (x E W+lI x1 2 0} (resp., S” n {x E R’+lI x1 < 0)). We think of R” as the locus 
X n+l = 0 in [W”+r. Consistent with this convention, we have S” E S”+l, D,” c Dkn”, and 
S” x [w’ C iR”+’ x [w’ = IWn+i+l, for all i 2 1. 
For any n 2 0, let 
pn,i : S” x R +s”+’ 
be the C no imbedding induced by the radial retraction Rn+2 - (0) --) Snfl. In coordinates 
(x,Y)E[w”+’ x R, pn, i is given by 
(x9 Y) 
P., 1(x, Y) = Jm 
Fori>2,definep,,i:S”x lR’+S”+‘by 
Pn, i = Pf~+t-1.1 ’ (PII, i-l x 4d. 
Noting that Zi, 2 I i I n + 1, is tangent to S” at Zr, one easily checks that the imbeddings 
p,,. i have the following properties : 
(a> 
(b) 
ii; 
(e) 
(0 
image pn, i = S”+i-{XES”+iIX1=X2=...=X”+1=0} 
closure p,,, i(D+” x Wi) = D+“+i 
P n+i, j” (Pn, i x &) = Pn,i+j 
Pn, i(c13 O) = z1 
dP,;,,,,(Bj,O)=~j,j=2,...,n+ 1 
~P~;,,,,(O, Q= &+n+l,k= 1, . . . . i 
1.1.2 Diff M” and some of its subgroups 
Let M” be a closed, oriented Cm n-manifold, and let X be a compact (possibly empty) 
C m submanifold of M”. We denote by Diff(M”, X) the set of all orientation-preserving self- 
diffeomorphisms of M” that fix each point of X, and we denote by Diff(M”, N(X)) the set 
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of all orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms of M” that fix each point of some neigh- 
borhood of X, the neighborhood depending on the diffeomorphism. When X is empty, we 
write Diff M” instead of Diff(M”, 4). Let F(M”) be the bundle of positively-oriented, 
tangential n-frames on M”, and let F(M”) 1 X be its restriction to X. Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X) will 
consist of all orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms of M” whose differentials fix 
every frame in F(M”) 1 X. When X is a point and 9 is a frame based at X, then 
Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X) 
is precisely Diff(M”, S), the subset of Diff M” consisting of all diffeomorphisms whose 
differentials fix 9. 
Composition of diffeomorphisms makes Diff M” into a group and makes the other sets 
into subgroups. 
We endow Diff M” with the uniform C” topology and the above subgroups with the 
induced topology. They have the following properties : 
(a) Diff M” is a topological group whose natural action on M” is continuous [15]. Tn 
fact, the action is C” in the sense of [41]. 
(b) Diff M” is a separable C O3 manifold modeled on some separable Frechet space [34]. 
It follows from (b) that Diff M” is locally arc-connected and that it has the homotopy 
type of a countable CW complex [43]. 
(c) Diff(M”, X) and Diff(M”, F(M”) I X) are closed submanifolds of Diff M”. (This 
follows by an easy transversality argument.) Thus, they too are locally arc-connected and 
have the homotopy type of countable CW complexes. 
Let 9” be the n-frame (Zz , . . . , E,,) regarded as tangential to S” at 5,. We shall be partic- 
ularly interested in the following subgroups of Diff S”: 
Diff(S”, D,“) E Diff(S”, A+?,)) c Diff(S”, F”). 
1.1.3 Homotopy groups of some subgroups of Diff M” 
We use the notation of the previous paragraph. Let Y be a C * manifold. We say that a 
Cm diffeomorphism F : M” x Y--t M” x Y is a C m bundle equivalence over Y with compact 
support if the following two conditions are satisfied : 
(a) P commutes with the standard projection M” x Y -+ Y. 
(b) The set supp, F= closure {y E Y [ F(x, y) # (x, y)} is compact. F may satisfy one or 
more the following additional conditions : 
(c) F(x, y) = (x, y), for all (x, y) E X x Y. 
(d) F(x, y) = (x, y), for all (x, y) in some neighborhood of X x Y c M” x Y. 
(e) d(F,,),(P) = F, for all y E Y, and F E F(M”) 1 A’, where F,, : M” + M” is given by 
F(x, v) = (F,(x), v). 
We shall say that two Cm bundle equivalences over Y with compact support, F, , Fl : 
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M” x Y + M” x Y, are properly homotopic if there exists a C 1o bundle equivalence H : M” 
x Y x [0, I] + M” x Y x [0, I] over Y x [0, l] with compact support such that H I M” x Y 
x t = F, x { t >, t = 0, 1. We can also define a notion of proper homotopy between bundle 
equivalences as above that additionally satisfy (c), (d), or (e) by simply requiring the homo- 
topy H to satisfy (c), (d), or (e), respectively. 
Using the identity map as basepoint, we can show that each element of the homotopy 
group 
n,(Diff M”, *) (resp., zi(Diff(M”, A’), *), ni(Diff(M”. N(X)), *), n;(Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X), *)) 
corresponds to a unique proper homotopy class of Cm-bundle equivalences M” x R’ -+ 
M” x R’ over R’ with compact support (satisfying (c), (d), (e), respectively). When i = 0, we 
ignore the basepoint and omit R’ from the notation. In general, we shall henceforth omit 
explicit reference to basepoints. 
1. I .4 LEMMA. Let X be a closed, C * submanifold of M”, and let V be a closed tubular 
neighborhood of X in M”. Then, the inclusions 
Diff(M”, V) E Diff(M”, N(X)) c Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 A’) 
are homotopy equivalences. 
Proqj: Observe that it suffices to prove that the above inclusions are weak homotopy 
equivalences. For, then, since the two end groups have the homotopy type of CWcomplexes, 
it follows by J. H. C. Whitehead’s theorem that they are homotopy equivalent to some fixed 
CW complex, say K. Consequently, Diff(M”, N(X)) is dominated by K, so that, again by 
Whitehead’s theorem, the weak homotopy equivalence Diff(M”, V) s Diff(M”, N(X)) is 
strong. 
We now break the proof into a number of steps. 
Step 1. [f V is sufJicientZy small, then Diff(M”, V) c Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X) is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. 
This is Corollary 3 to 4.2 2 Theorem 7 of Chapter II in [15]. 
Step 2. If W is a compact n-dimensional submanifold ?f M”, then Diff(M”, N(W)) c 
Diff(M”, W) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
This follows from a Collar Neighborhood Theorem “with parameters” (D. Burghelea 
and N. Kuiper, Hilbert Manifolds, Ann. Math. 90 (1969), 379-417). 
Step 3. Let W be as in Step 2, let C be a closed collar neighborhood of a W _c W, and let 
W, be the closure of W - C. Then Diff(M”, W) c Diff(M”, W,) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Let c : 8 W x [0, l] + W give the collar neighborhood C, with c(a W x 0) = 8 W. Let 
W, denote W - c(aW x [O, f)), and denote Diff(M”, W,) by D, and Diff(M”, N( W,)) 
byN,. 
By Step 2, any map a : S i -+ D, based at the identity, i 2 0, lifts, up to based-homotopy, 
to a map S’ --f N,, and, therefore, by the compactness of S’, to a map S’ -+ D,, for some 
t< 1. 
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Now, W, is ambient isotopic to W,, rel WI. It follows easily that a is based-homotopic 
to some map b : S i -+ D, that lifts to De. 
Therefore, the inclusion D, 5 D, induces an epimorphism on homotopy groups. 
Now suppose that, for some a : S’ -F D,,, , the composite S’ 5 D1,2 c D, extends to a 
map b: D’+’ --, D,. By the above, we may assume that a lifts to a map S’ -_) D, . Choose an 
ambient diffeotopy h, : M” -+ M”, 0 I s I 1, such that: (i) h, = idM,; (ii) h,( WI) = WI,,; 
(iii) supp h, c W, for all 0 < s 2 1. Let b, = h, - b * h,-l and a, = h, . a + Iz,-~.* Then, b, 
takes D’+’ to Dljz and it extends a,. But, because a(S’) E D, and h,( Wl,J c W,, , a, is a 
based-homotopy in D,,, between a and a,. Thus, a is null-homotopic. 
Therefore, the inclusion D l,z c D, induces a monomorphism on homotopy groups. 
Clearly, we may replace l/2 by 0. 
Step 4. Diff(M”, I’) z Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
By Step 1, this is true when Vis suitably small. By Step 3, the size of Vdoes not matter. 
Step 5. The inclusions Diff(M”, I’) s Diff(M”, N(X)) and Diff(M”, N(X)) E 
Diff(M”, F(M”) 1 X) are weak homotopy equivalences. 
Since the composite inclusion is a weak homotopy equivalence, the first inclusion induces 
a monomorphism of homotopy groups. To prove that it also induces an epimorphism, let 
a : S’ -+ Diff (M”, N(X)) be an arbitrary continuous map based at the identity. By compact- 
ness, a lifts to a map S’ +Diff(M”, V’), where V’ is a sufficiently small closed tubular 
neighborhood of X. This, in turn, lifts to Diff(M”, V), by Step 3, above. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) Note that the weak homotopy equivalences in each of the above steps 
are actually strong homotopy equivalences. 
(b) We are interested in Lemma 1.1.4 when M” = S”, X = {&}, and V = D,“. Then, we 
obtain homotopy equivalances 
Diff(S”, D,“) G Diff(F, A@,)) E Diff(S”, 9”). 
(c) Note that if B” is any n-ball smoothly imbedded in int D_” and if A” = closure 
(S” - B”), then the inclusion 
Diff(S”, A”) E Diff(S”, D,“) 
is a homotopy equivalence. This follows easily from Lemma 1.1.4, as specialized in (b), 
above, or directly from Step 3 in the proof of 1.1.4. We need this fact later in Chapter 2. 
1.1.5 LEMMA. Let G” be any one of the subgroups Diff(S”, D+“), Diff(S”, A@,)), or 
Diff(S”, F,J of Diff S”, and let 
j: SO,+1 x G”+Diff S” 
be the map obtained by group-multiplying the standard inclusions 
z : G” +Diff S” and Ic : SO,+1 +Diff S”. 
Then, j is a homotopy-equivalence. 
* Conjugate the maps b and a by the group element h, E Diff M”. 
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Proof. Because of Whitehead’s theorem and Lemma I .1.4, it suffices to show thatj is a 
weak homotopy equivalence, and we may take G” = Diff(S”, 9”). Let n : Diff S” -+ E-(S”) be 
given by n(f) = df( P,J. Then n is a fibration and r~-~(fl~) = G”, [15]. Let i : G” -+ SO,,, 
x G” be the inclusion onto 1 x G”, !et pr : SO,+ i x G” --) SO,,+ i be the projection, and 
define; n’ : SO,,., -+ F(Y) to be the restriction II 0 K. We then have a commutative diagram: 
I Pr 
G”-SO,,, xG”-SO,,, 
id 
I 1 
i 
1. 
n’ 
G” 2 
I 
Diff S” - F(S”) . 
Now iet FO(S”) _C F(S”) consist of all orthonormal n-frames. It is well known that 
FO(S”) is a deformation retract of F(S”) ( use the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method). 
Moreover, 9, belongs to FO(S”) and n’ is a diffeomorphism of SO,+r onto FO(S”). There- 
fore, 71’ : SO,, i -E(Y) is a homotopy equivalence. The desired result now follows by 
applying the Five Lemma to the exact homotopy sequences of the above fibrations. 
Q.E.D. 
1.1.6 Definition. Let F: S” x R’ + S” x R’ be a C” bundle equivalence over !R’ with 
compact support, i 2 1, and let j be an integer, 0 <j < i. We define F(j) to be the unique 
self-map of S”+j x [w’-j that makes the following diagram commute: 
F 
(s” x rwj) x [w’-j = sn x u$ - sn x [wi = (sn x wi) x [wi-j 
on, j x idp -j 
I F(j) I 
p,,,jxidpi-j 
S n+j x Ri-j j St-I-j x [wf-j . 
We set F(O) = F. 
1.1.7 LEMMA. (a) F(j) . IS a C m bundle equivalence over [w’-j with compact support. 
(b) (P(j))(k) = F(j+k) 
(c) Fe(j) 0 P1(j) = (F. 0 P,)(j) 
(d) If F satisJes (c), (d), or (e) qf 1.1.3 above, then so does F(j). 
(e) IfFo is properly homotopic to F,, then F,(j) is properly homotopic to F,(j). (A similar 
statement holds for proper homotopies satisfying (c), (d), or (e) of 1.1.3.) 
The proof is based on the properties of pn, i listed in 1.1.1. It is straightforward and will 
be left to the reader. 
1.1.8 COROLLARY. Let G” be one of the subgroups 
Diff(S’, D+“), Diff(S”, A@,)), Diff(S”, 9J, 
and let 1: G” -+ Diff S” be the inclusion map. Then,for any i, ,j with 0 <j 2 i, the association 
F -+ F(j) determines homomorphisms Y (j) which make the following diagram commute: 
4G”) A n,(Diff S”) 
Y(i) 
1 1 
y(j) 
rr_j(G”+‘) & ~,_~(Diff S”+j) 
Remark. Y(j) is also defined in Novikov [41]. 
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Proof. That Y(j) is well-defined follows from 1.1.7(a), (d), (e). Commutativity of the 
diagram is obvious. That Y(j) is a homomorphism follows from 1.1.7(c) and the fact that 
the operations in n, (G) and 7c* (Diff) come from the multiplications in G and Diff. 
Q.E.D. 
1.1.9 The subgroup Ext D”+’ E Diff S”. 
Let Ext D”+l consist of all diffeomorphisms in Diff S” that extend to diffeomorphisms 
D ‘+I + D”+‘, where D”+’ is the unit ball in !R”+i. This is a closed subgroup of Diff S” and 
it contains the identity component Diff, S” (see Munkres [39]). Cerf proves that, for n 2 5, 
Ext D”+’ = Diff,, S”. 
1. I. 10 LEMMA. Ext D”+’ contains the commutator subgroup of Diff S”. 
Proof. This fact is due to Milnor [36]. We sketch his proof here because we shall need a 
modification of it later (Chapter 2, $2.6). 
The key tool is the Disc Theorem of Cerf and Palais [42] which allows us to diffeotop 
any diffeomorphismfE Diff S” to a diffeomorphism f+ E Diff(S”, D,“) or-f- E Diff(S”, D-“). 
Therefore, a commutator,fgf-‘g-l belongs to the same path-component as 
.f+g-f+-‘g--l= 1. Q.E.D. 
It follows that the quotient Diff S”/Ext D ‘+I is a discrete, abelian group, which we call 
lY”+l. It is known that I” is finite for all n and that I” = 0, n I 6, [16], [30], [39]. 
1.1.11 Milnor’s homomorphism p: I?’ + 9’” 
Let Y” be the set of oriented-diffeomorphism types of all C p, oriented manifolds that 
are homeomorphic to S”. 9” is an abelian semi-group with respect to the operation of con- 
nected sum. 
Suppose that,fE Diff S”-‘. Make D,” and D_” disjoint, and form the adjunction space 
C(f) = D,” uf D-“. 
X(:(f) can be given a canonical smoothness structure compatible with those of D,” and an 
orientation compatible with those of D,” (which are inherited from the standard orientation 
of S”). It is easy to show that X(f) . IS orientation-preserving diffeomorphic to C(g) if and 
only if g-‘f’E Ext D”. It follows that the association f-Z(f) well-defines an injection 
,u : r” + 9”. Milnor shows that this is a homomorphism [36], and Smale’s work on the 
Poincare Conjecture, together with well-known low-dimensional results, implies that ,U is 
surjective when n # 4. The case n = 4 is not yet settled. 
Henceforth, we shall identify I” with its image ,u(T”) c 9”. 
1.1.12 Dejinition. Since Diff,, S” E Ext Dn+‘, there is a natural surjection 
YC : n,(Diff Sn) + Inil. 
By the remarks in 1.1.9, this is actually an isomorphism whenever I”+’ # 0. We shall not use 
this fact however. We define the Gromoll homomorphism y (V by the following commutative 
diagram : 
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Tci(Diff S”) y(i) n,(Diff S”+‘) 
p"+1 
Let Y(‘)(ni(Diff S”)) = fl:f”. Because Y(‘) 0 ‘I’(j) = ‘Pcjfr) (Lemma 1.1.7(b)), it follows 
that there is a filtration 
o~I-;c~;_, ~...crl:+, a;5-.cry=r”. 
These subgroups were first considered by Gromoll [21]. It follows easily from definitions 
that I;, i consists precisely of those classes containing diffeomorphisms f E Diff S”-’ such 
thatffixes the last k standard coordinates. 
We shall be detecting non-zero elements in some l?J+i. Note that if r;+i # 0, then 
ni(Diff S”-‘-I) # 0, for all non-negative i I k. 
1.1.13 LEMMA. Let G” be one of the subgroups 
Diff(S”, D+“), Diff(S”, A@,)), Diff(S”, s”,), 
and let J : G” + Diff S” be the inclusion map. Then, 
y”‘(I*(ni(G”))) = rl,‘f”( = y(i’(7ti(Diff S”))). 
Remark. This lemma implies that if lYE+i # 0, then the homomorphism 
I* : x~(G”-~-~) -+ zi (Diff S”-‘-‘) 
is non-trivial for all non-negative i I k. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1.5 
z,(Diff S”) = j* (rc,(SO,+, x G”)) 
= K* ni(SOn+l) + Z* Zi(G”). 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that 
y(i)(ic* 7L~(so,+,)) = 0. 
But, any C”, orthogonal bundle equivalence F: S” x Iw’ -+ S” x [w’ over R’ extends to a 
Cm orthogonal bundle equivalence G : D”+’ x Iw’ -+ D”+’ x Iw’ over R’, with suppRi F = 
suppnt G. It is easy to check that, for any j, 0 I j I i, G(j) is a Cm bundle equivalence 
p+j+l x [wi-j +gn+j+l x Ri-jover [wi-j extending F(j). In particular, F(‘) E Ext D”+‘+‘. 
Q.E. D. 
$1.2 BILINEAR CONSTRUCTIONS OF EXOTIC SPHERES 
The bilinear pairing 
I-p+ lo n,(SO,) A rp+q+1 
is defined in [17] and [40], and the pairing 
~,(SG,) 0 n,(So,) A r p+q+l 
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is defined in [32], [35], and [36]. We give definitions here for the reader’s convenience. 
1.2.1 Dejinitions. (a) We identify R” with int D_” E S” by the composition 
[w” --IX , SO x [w” P0.n , S”, 
which we call i?, . According to Lemma 1.1.4 and its proof, the inclusion-induced homo- 
morphism rro(Diff(S”, N(D+“)) + n,(Diff(S”, N(Z,))) is an isomorphism. Thus, every class 
y E x,(Diff(S”, N(Z,))) has a representative G’, unique up to appropriate proper homotopy, 
that fixes a neighborhood of D,“. Such maps G’ can be put into l-l correspondence with 
orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms G of R” with compact support by conjugating 
with 2i,. 
We shall represent classes c1 E z,(SO,) (resp., j3 E 1r,(S0,)) by orthogonal bundle 
equivalences A : W’ x R* --, W x W over EP (resp., B : Rp x Ry + W x lR4 over Rq) such 
that supp,,A c Dp (resp., suppRq B c D*). 
(b) Let y, /I, G and B be as above. The commutator 
[G x idR4, B] = (G x id,,)-‘B-‘(G x id,,)B 
is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of Rp+4 with compact support. Thus, 
Pp+*CG x idw4, BlP,;‘, 
extends uniqueIy to an element of Diff (Sp’*, D,p+q ), which we denote by (G, B). Let 
~‘(7, /I) be the corresponding class in I p+q+l. 
(c) Because A and B are orthogonal bundle equivalences with suppRP A E Dp and 
suppRq B c D*, the commutator [A, B] = A-‘B-’ AB is an orientation-preserving self- 
diffeomorphism of Rp+* with compact support. Therefore, p,+,[A, B]p,;‘, extends uniquely 
to an element <A, B) in Diff(S p+q D+p+q) Let o’ (~1, p) be the corresponding class in , . 
rp+q+l 
1.2.2 LEMMA. (a) r’ is a well-defined bilinear function 
zo(Diff(SP, N(F,))) x rrq(SOp) + rp+*+l. 
(b) Let 71’ be the composition 
no(Diff(SP, WI))) I* nO(Diff Sp) I? rP+l . 
Then, ~‘(7, j?) depends only on (n’(r), p). 
(c) CT’ is a well-defined bilinear function 
7r,(SO,) x n,(SO,) -+ r p+q+l. 
Milnor proves (c) in [36]. A proof of (a) and (b) can be found in [41]. We sketch 
Milnor’s proof briefly, since we shall need an adaptation below. It is easily checked that 0’ is 
well-defined. To prove bilinearity, it suffices to show that (AA’, B) js diffeotopic to 
<A, B)(A’, B). We adjust A by a C” bundle isotopy so that suppRp A becomes disjoint 
from Dp c Rp. This adjustment does not change the diffeotopy class of (AA’, B). We then 
check that (A’)-’ commutes with B-l AB and A-‘. (This depends on the fact that A, A’, and 
B are orthogonal bundle maps.) Therefore, 
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[A,B][A',B]=A-l(B-'AB)(A')-lB-'A'B 
=(A')-1A-'B-%4'B=[AA',B], 
which, after conjugating with pP+4 and extending by the identity, yields the desired result. A 
similar proof yields (a). 
Since 71’ : n,(Diff(SP, N(E,))) --+ I p+l is surjective (Lemma 1.1.13), it follows immedi- 
ately from 1.2.2 that Definition 1.2.1 determines homomorphisms 
and 
rp+ l 0 n&SO,) r ,rp+4+1 
rcp(SOq) 0 r$(SO,) L I- p+q+l 
1.2.3 PROPOSITION. For every q 2 1, there is a homomorphism t : IYp+’ 0 n,(SO,) + 
nq(Diff(SP, D,p)) that makes the foIlowing diagram commute: 
rp+ 1 0 n,(so,) f zq(Diff(SP, 
T 
\I 
$4) 
rp+qfl 
In particular, q- p+l 0 n,(SO,)) c ryPf ;l+ ‘. 
D+‘>> 
Remark. Note that domain z is finite (because I” is finite, for all n, [16], [30], [39]), so 
that if image T # 0, then nq(Diff(SP, D+p)) has non-trivial torsion. 
1.2.4 PROPOSITION. For any a, b, 0 I a < q, 0 < b I p, let i, : zp(SOq_,) --, zp(SOq) 
and ib : n,(SO,_,) --) rtq(SOp) be induced by the standard inclusions. Write c = a + b + 1. 
There is a homomorphism s : z~(SO~-~) @ rrq(SOp_& --, rr, (Diff(SP+q-c, D+p+q-c)) that 
makes the following diagram commute: 
n,w,-a) 0 qS~,-lJ s rcC(Diff(SP+q-C, D$‘“-‘)) 
L@ib 
I I 
Y(C) 
~p(soq) 0 n&SO,) u 
l rp+q+l 
In particular, o(i, @ iJ(n,(SO,_,) @ n,(SO,_,)) c r::;+ 1 
Remark. When 7cp(SOq_.) or nq(SOp-& is finite and o(i, @ ib) # 0, then 
n,(Diff(S P+4-C, D+P+VC)) 
has non-trivial elements of finite order. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2.4 (the proof of 1.2.3 is similar and will be omitted): 
The idea of the proof is the following: Bundle equivalences A, B: [wp x [wq + [wp x [wq 
representing classes i,(a) and i&3) can be chosen so that A fixes standard coordinates 
Xl, “., XP, Xp+q-atl, . * * 9 xp+q and B fixes x~-~+~, . . . , xp, x,+~, . . . , x,,,. Therefore, the 
commutator [A, B] fixes x~-~+~, . . ., xp, x~+~-~+~, . . . . x,+,, a total of a + b = c - 1 
coordinates. In addition, it preserves the Euclidean distance function, because A and B are 
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orthogonal. It follows that <A, S} is conjugate to a diffeomorphism that fixes the last c 
standard coordinates. Therefore, o(i,(cc) 0 i*(b)) belongs to image y”‘. We now get more 
precise. 
We first construct a non-standard coordinate system for Rp+q. For any E > 0, let 
D,(E) = {x E R” 11 x - v,, I < E), where tin = (n-l”, . . . , n-“2) E S”-’ c R”. The matrix of 
partial derivatives of the coordinate functions ~,,_.~+i, . . . , 5, x~+~_~+~, . . . , xp+*, together 
with the Euclidean distance function, has rank u + b + 1 = c at v~+~. Therefore, the restric- 
tions of these functions to Dp+&&‘) may be chosen to be the restrictions of the last c coor- 
dinates of some Cm coordinate system y,, . . . , yp+q for a neighborhood of D,+,(E’), pro- 
vided that E’ is suitably small. We choose E’ suitably small. Alter the y-system by a translation 
so thatYi(V&=O, i= 1, . . . . p+q. 
Let d’ : W’+¶ + Rpfq be the imbedding defined by 
y,(d’(u)) = xi(u), i = 1, . . . , p + q. 
For sufficiently small 6, d’ 16 Dp+4 is an imbedding into the open set Dp+&&‘). By the Disc 
Theorem of Palais and Cerf, d’ 16 Dp+q extends to a diffeomorphism d : Rp+q -+ Rp’q with 
compact support, provided d’ preserves orientation. If d’, as defined, reverses orientation, 
pre-compose it with the reflection .x~+~ -+ -x~+~, and let d be an extension of this. Choose 
c so small that D,+,(2&) c d(S Dpfq). Note that DJE) x Dq(c) _C D,+,(~E). 
Now, let A and B be as at the outset and assume, without loss of generality, that 
supp,, A c Dp(.$ n Dp 
suppRI B c Dq(c) n Dq. 
Then, supp [A, B] E Dp(&) x Dq(c). 
Since [A, B] fixes x~-,,+~, . . . , x,, x~+~-~+~, . . . , x~+~, and the Euclidean distance 
function, it follows that d[A, B]d-’ : Rp+” + Rp+q IS an orientation-preserving diffeomor- 
phism with compact support fixing ~~+~-~+i, . . . , xpfq. Therefore, the composite 
int'D_ p+4-c x jjy 
&,+q_c-‘xi‘I~& 
, ggp+q 
d[A, Bid-' 
/ 
extends uniquely to a bundle equivalence F: Sp’q-c x [WC + Spfqdc x [WC over [WC with 
compact support representing an element of rcc(Diff(Sp+q-c, D+p+q-c)). It is easy to see 
that any alteration of A (resp. B) by an orthogonal C” bundle isotopy respecting the last 
~1 coordinates (resp. b coordinates), will alter F only by a proper homotopy. Therefore, the 
class of F depends only on u and fl. Call it S(OL 0 /3). 
Note that #“~(a @ p) is represented by the compactification of pp+q--c,cFp~,fq--c,c 
(see 1.1.6-l. 1.8, and 1.1.12). On the other hand, d is orientation-preserving and has compact 
support, so that pp+q dp,sh extends to an element a E Diff(SP+q, D+pfq). Using property (c) 
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Of Yn, i in 1.1.1 and the definition of p, in 1.2.1(a), one shows that a {A, B)a-’ is precisely 
the compactification of pp+y-c,c FP;:~_~,~, so that, because In+i+l is abelian, a(i,,(a) @ 
ib(P)) = ycc’s(a C3 P) > as required. 
It remains to show that s is bilinear. For this we virtually copy Milnor’s proof of the 
bilinearity of g (see Lemma 1.2.2, above). Only two precautions need by taken: (i) The Cm 
bundle isotopy that moves suppwp A outside Dp must preserve coordinates x~+~_~+~, . . . , 
x~+~; (4 suppCA, Bl, supp[AA’, B], and supp[A’, B] must be contained in Dp+&2s) 
throughout the isotopy. But (i) can be achieved because A actually represents an element of 
n,(SO,_,) and (ii) is possible because Dp+q(2 ) E meets both the standard unit ball and its 
complement. Q.E.D. 
$1.3 DETECTING NON-ZERO ELEMENTS IN IMAGE T 
1.3.1 Notation. (a) For any non-negative k and n, there is a homomorphism 
J k,n : nk(S”,) -+ nk+n(S”), 
due to Whitehead [27]. When k < n - 1, this homomorphism and its domain and range do 
not depend on n, so that we may write it as 
Jk : ?‘#o) -+ $‘. 
When there is no need to worry about possible ambiguity, we write simply, J. 
(b) In [30], Kervaire and Milnor use the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction to define a 
homomorphism 
Ik 4cokerJ,, 
which we call KM. 
The kernel of KM is bPk+l, the subgroup of I k consisting of all classes whose represen- 
tative spheres bound x-manifolds. According to [30] and [13], KM is onto unless k has the 
form 2’ - 2 for some integer 1. In those cases coker KM is either 0 or Z2, both values being 
realized. 
(c) The composition pairing in the stable range 
nks x ?I,,,’ -+7[;+, 
is bilinear. The corresponding homomorphism 
nks @ ?I,,,’ o 71k+m 
S 
makes the graded group TC* ’ into a commutative graded ring. 
1.3.2. LEMMA (Milnor, Novikov [40]). Suppose p < p - 1. Then, rhe following diagram 
is well-de$ned and commutes: 
I-p+l c3 qso> 1 rp+q+ 1 
KM@J, KM 
J 
cokerJ,+, 0 im J,L 
4 
coker J,,,, 1. 
Here, z0 is induced by the composition pairing. 
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1.3.3 Remark. The above lemma gives a recipe for detecting non-trivial elements in 
image o. Namely, when q <p - 1, find elements yE $+I and 6 E ntql such that 
(a) Y 6 imJ,+, 
(b) 6 E imJ, 
tc) Y 0 6 # imJp+,+i. 
If p + 1 is not of the form 2’ - 2, then KM : rpfl -+ coker Jp+l is onto, so that y 0 d 
corresponds to a non-zero element in im (z : lYp+’ @ a,(SO) -+ lrp+4f1). When p f I is 
of the form 2’ - 2, and 
(d) y has odd order, 
then 2y satisfies (a), above, and 2y determines a non-zero element in KM(rp+’ ). In this 
case, then, 2~ 0 S corresponds to a non-zero element in r(lYpfl @ n,(SO)). 
All non-zero elements detected in this way, of course, fail to belong to ker KM = 
bP,+,+, . 
To obtain y and 6 satisfying (a)-(d), above, we use the following: 
1.3.4 THEOREM (Toda 1491). Let P be aiz oddprime, and let Q = 2(rP -I- s -i- l)(P - 1) 
-2(r-s)- 1, where Oss<r<P- 1 and r-ss”P- I. Then, there exist P-torsion 
~~ern~~t~ y E x&~~+_~ and 6 E T&,_..~ such that y Q 6 generates the P-torsion of 7~” (which is 
~sornor~~~& to hp). 
1.3.5 LEMMA. (a) y 4 im Jp-2p+3 
(b) 6 E imJ,,_, 
(c) y 0 s+imJ,. 
Proof. Let j, = order image J4t_-1. According to Adams [i], 
(1) jr = e, denom @,./4r), 
where 3, is the rth BernouIli number, and e, is 1 when r is odd and 1 or 2 when r is even. 
By a classical result of Von Staudt, 
(2) denom (B,/4r) = 4 Pld1’1P2dzi1 - -* Psd,+‘, 
whereP,,P,,..., P, are all primes p such that 2r cs 0 (mod (p - l)), and Pp is the highest 
power of Pi dividing r. 
(a) Since Q - 2P + 3 is even, 7ip-2p+3 (SO) is 0 or Z, , so that im JQ.,.lPt 3 contains no 
P-torsion. 
(b) 2P - 3 is of the form 4r - 1, where 2r E 0 (mod (P - 1)). Thus, by (1) and (2), 
im .lZp_ 3 contains P-torsion. However, the P-torsion of I&__ a is isomorphic to Z., , [49] so 
that im Jzp_ 3 contains all of it. In particular, by 1.3.4, 6 E im Jzp_ s. 
(c) Since im Jp is 0 or Z, unless Q = 4R - 1, for some R, we need only consider that 
case. Then, 
2R = (rP + s + l)(P - 1) - (r - s), 
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where r and s are as in 1.3.4. In particular 0 < r - s < P - 1, so that 2R f O(mod (P - 1)). 
Therefore, P does not divide jR, so that, by 1.3.4, y 0 6 # im Jp. Q.E.D. 
Combining 1.2.3, 1.3.2-1.3.5, we obtain: 
1.3.6 COROLLARY. Let P be an odd prime, and let Q = 2(rP + s + l)(P - 1) - 2(r-s) 
- 1, where O<str<P- 1 and r-s#P- 1. Then, the following groups have non- 
trivial P-torsion : 
(a) im (z: rQ-zp+3 @n,,_3(SO) +rQ) 
(b) J-%-z 
(c) ni_,(Diff(SQ-‘, D+Q-i)), 1 I i < 2P - 2 
(d) ni_,(Diff SQei), 1 I i <2P - 2. 
The elements detected in (a) and(b) do not belong to bPQ+,. 
1.3.7 Remarks. (a) It is possible to realize an infinite number of values of Q in each 
of the odd residue classes mod 8 by appropriate choices of r, s, and P. We leave verification 
to the reader. 
(b) Novikov’s result in [40] is a special case of 1.3.6. Specifically, he treats the situation 
r = 1, and s = 0. 
(c) Specific descriptions of some non-trivial elements y and 6 satisfying 1.3.3 (a)-(d) 
in low dimensions will be given in Appendix A. 1. 
Q1.4 DFJECTING NON-ZERO ELEMENTS IN IMAGE u 
1.4.1 Kervaire spheres 
Let i,, E q,_l(SO,) be the class corresponding to the tangent bundle of S”. Since an odd- 
dimensional sphere always admits at least one non-zero vector field, t2k+l lifts to a class 
t;k+l E IX~,(SO&. A non-standard sphere C4k+’ representing a(?;,+, 0 t&+J is called a 
Kervaire sphere (see [29], p. 264). According to [13], [30], c.(I;~+~ 0 tikfl) # 0 provided k 
does not have the form 2r - 1, for any integer 1. 
Let v(k) be the maximum number of linearly independent vector fields on Szk+‘. It is 
well known that v(k) = 1 when k is even and v(k) 2 3 when k is odd. Its precise value is given 
in the proof of the following lemma. 
1.4.2 LEMMA. If k # 0, 1, 3, 7 then v(k) < k. 
The proof is a counting argument involving the classical Hurwitz-Radon formula (see 
[2], p. 603). It appears in Appendix B. 
Recall that i, : zcp(SO,-,) -+ n,(SO,) is the homomorphism induced by inclusion. Then, 
clearly, we may choose tik+l so that it lies in 
im(iu(k)-l : n2k(S021;+1 -v(k)) + n2k(So2k)). 
1.4.3 THEOREM. Let k be a non-negative integer not of the form 2’ - 1. Then, dhe 
following groups have non-trivial 2-torsion: 
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(c) rci(Diff(S4k-i, D+4k-i)), 1 I i < 2c(k) 
(d) x,(Diff S4k-i), 1 I i < 2c(k). 
The 2-torsion detected in cases (a) and (b) belongs to bP,,+, . 
Prooj: (a) This follows directly from 1.4.1 and the fact that a Kervaire sphere X4’+’ 
represents a class of order two in r 4k+‘. 
(b) This follows directly from (a) and Proposition 1.2.4. It is well known that Kervaire 
spheres bound n-manifolds. 
(c) By the remark following Proposition 1.2.4, we may deduce the fact that 
rti(Diff(S4k-i, D+4k-i )) has non-trivial 2-torsion, 0 < i < 2/(k), from the fact that Fit&: 
does, provided nzk(SOzk + 1 _ uCkJ is jinite. 
(d) This follows immediately from (c) and the fact, shown in Lemma 1.1.5, that 
ni(Diff(S4k-i, D+4k-i )) is a direct summand of n,(Diff S4k-i). 
We shall show that ~c~~(SO,,+, _LI ) is finite for all a satisfying 0 < a < k. Lemma 1.4.2 
then implies the desired result. 
It is known that nZk(SOZk+r) can assume only the values 0, Z, , Z, Q3 Z, (see Kervaire, 
[28]). We now proceed inductively on a. That is, we assume that rrZk(SO,,+,_,) is finite, for 
some a 2 0, and we suppose that a + 1 < k. Then, we have an exact sequence 
n2k+ dSZk-“) - n2k(So2k+ I -_(u+ 1) )- n2k(So2k+ 1 -o>* 
Since a + 1 < k and a 2 0, it follows that 2k + 1 # 2k - a, 2(2k - a) - I, so that 
n2k+l@ 2k-a) is finite. The finiteness of n,l,(SO,k_,) now follows by exactness. Q.E. D. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of the following result: 
1.4.4 THEOREM. The following groups are non-trivial: 
(a) l?iiI:, k 2 4 
(b) rci(Diff(S4k-i-2, D+4k-i-2)), k 2 4, 0 I i I 2k - 3 
(c) ni(Diff S4k-i-2 ), k 2 4,0 I i I 2k - 3. 
To prove 1.4.4 we detect suitable non-zero elements in image Q. Our detection method is 
essentially due to Milnor [35], although we use the Eells-Kuiper p-invariant [20] instead of 
Milnor’s A-invariant (cf. Kosinski, [32]), and we make use of an important theorem of 
Barratt and Mahowald [7] (see 1.5.7). 
We begin with a general description of the detection method using p. 
1.4.5 Discussion of the Eells-Kuiper Invariant 
Let M4’ be any closed, oriented, Cm manifold, and let K,(x,, . . . , x,) be any homogene- 
ous polynomial, in indeterminates x1, . . . , x, , having weight t. (The weight of a monomial 
_V! iI . . . y, ir is i! + 2i? + + .. + ti,). If yi(M) E H4i(M4t; Cl), then let K,(y,, . . . , yJ[M4’] 
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denote the evaluation of K&(M), . . . , y,(M)) on the orientation class CM”‘] of M4’. When 
y,(M) = p,(M), the ith Pontrjagin class of M4’, then we abbreviate K,(y,, . . . , yt)[M4’] to 
K,[@‘] 
Given any K, as above, write 
K,(x,, . . . . x,)=K,(xl ,.... x,_,,O)+IKJxr. 
According to Hirzebruch ([23], p. 86), there is a polynomial L,, as above, with IL,] # 0, such 
that 
Therefore, 
L,[M4’] = Index M4’ = Z[M”‘]. 
so that 
(1) 
K,CM4’l = WtlKth, . . . , Pt-1,O) - II<;lLL,((P,, . . .> Pt-l,O> + IK,Ioc~~4’l~ 
f 
Now, suppose that N 4f is a compact, oriented C m manlyold such that BN 4i is a homotopy 
sphere. Then, the class p,(N) has a unique pull-back to H4’(N, aN; O), i < t, to which we 
give the same name. The right-hand side of (1) can be defined for such N4’, provided one 
replaces H*(N; Q) by H*(N, aN; Q) and p,(N) by its pull-back in the definition. Call this 
right-hand side p(K,)[N4’]. Obviously, if D, 4f is a closed ball smoothly imbedded in M4’, 
then 
(2) p(KJ[M4’ - int Do4’] = K,[M4’]. 
Alternatively, if aN 41 is a standard sphere, then we may form a closed, oriented, Cm mani- 
fold N”’ u, - D4’ by the usual pasting process, and (2) becomes, 
(3) p(K,)[N4’] = K,[N4’ ud - D4’]. 
Now, according to [23], there is a particular polynomial A, (see p. 198) such that, when 
the Stiefel-Whitney class wz(M4’) is zero (that is, when M4’ is a spin manifold), then 
A,[M4’] is an integer. Therefore, by (3), when aN4’ is standard and w,(N~‘) = 0, 
(4) &,)[N4’] E E. 
In general, however, p(&[N4’] is a rational number. 
We shall need a simple fact about CL(K,)[N~‘] that follows immediately from its defini- 
tion and some elementary facts about Pontrjagin classes. Suppose that aN14’ is (orientation- 
presercing) diffeomorphic to the homotopy sphere i;N24t, and use this to form M4’ = 
N 4i u - N 4t. Then 
(5; 
d 2 
KCM4’1 = A~K)C~,~‘I - /Wt)CN~4’l. 
When w2(N14’) and UV~(N~~~) are zero, then so is w2(M4’). Therefore, (5) and the discussion 
above show that p(&[N4’] depends, modulo Z, only on the oriented-diffeomorphism type 
of dN4’. 
* We abuse notation here, for convenience, 
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Let b Spin,, c r4’-’ be the subgroup of all classes whose representatives bound spin 
manifolds. The above discussion shows that the assignment 
N4’ - &%)CN 4tl 
well-defines a function 
b Spin,, a o/z. 
This is the Eells-Kuiper invariant. An easy check, using (l), shows that it is a homomor- 
phism. 
1.4.6 PROPOSITION. (a) Let r and s be positive integers and set t = r + s. Then, image 
(a: 7~~,-~(S0~~-~) 8 n4,_,(S04,_1) + r4’-‘) is contained in b Spin,, . 
(b) If r and s satisfy r < 2s < 4r, r, s 2 4, then the composite homomorphism 
7%- *w4s-1) 0 ~4s-l(SO4*-1) n b Spin,, -5 a/z 
is non-zero. 
Proof. (a) This fact is due to Milnor [35]. Let @a) (resp., t(p)) be the oriented vector 
bundle corresponding to a E rc4r_1(S04s_1) (resp., /I E rc4y_1(S04r_1)), add a trivial line 
bundle, and let B(a) (resp., B(P)) be the total space of the resulting unit disc bundle over 
S4’ (resp., S4’). We plumb B(a) and B(P) together obtaining a C m manifold W4’(c(, /3) 
oriented compatibly with the bundles and the base spaces. It is easy to show that dW4’(cx, /I0 
represents a(cr @ fl) (see [26], p. 87). Since W4’(c(, /?) has connectivity equal to 
it is a spin manifold. 
min(4r - 1,4s - 1) > 2, 
(b) Given any class o! E n4r_1(SOn), let p,(a) be the Pontrjagin number of the corres- 
ponding vector bundle (i.e., evaluate the Pontrjagin class on [S4r]). Then, p, : x4?- ,(SO,.)- 
Z is a well-defined homomorphism. According to Bott [9], when n > 4r - 1 
(6) im(pl : ~c~~._~(SO~) - Z) = a,(2r - 1) ! Z, 
where a, = 1 or 2 according as r is even or odd. Write 
(7) u4 = 
PA4 
a,(2r - I)! 
In [20, p.1071, Eells and Kuiper give a formula for p(a(a @ p)) by evaluating 
cc@4dCW4'(% m: 
where this is understood to lie in UIl!/Z. Let C,, S be the coefficient (in Q or Q/Z) of A,(cc)I&I) 
in the above expression. Recalling that denom (BJ2r) is even (see the proof of Lemma 1.3.5, 
equation (2)), one checks easily that denom C7,, s is even.? Therefore, if a and /I can be chosen 
t If x is a non-zero rational number, denom x is its denominator in lowest terms (taken to be positive). 
It depends only on the class of x in Q/Z, so denom: Q*/Z* + Z+ is defined. 
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so that 
&(a) = k 1 = W), 
then denom(p(a(a @I fi)) is even, implying that p(a(a @ p)) # 0 in Q/Z. 
Now, according to Barratt and Mahowald [7] (cf. 1.5.7), the standard homomorphism 
%(SO”) - %(SO,“) 
is onto, provided that k < 2(n - 1) and n 2 13. 
But, when 
r < 2s < 4r, r, s 2 4, 
then4r-l<2(4s-2),4s-1<2(4r-2),4s-l~15,4r-l~15,sothat 
Gt- I(SO,,- 1) - n4,- 1W2(4s- I,> 
and 
%s- I(SO,,- 1) - n4s- dW(4r- 1)) 
are onto. Therefore, by the naturality of Pontrjagin classes and Bott’s theorem (see (6), 
above), we can find CI @ p E n4,_,(S0,+1) @ rcn,,_,(SO,,_,) with A,(a) = 1 = A*@). 
Q.E.D. 
1.4.7 PROPOSITION. Let a, b, r, ands be non-negative integers, let t = r + s, andsuppose 
that 
4s - 1 - a > max(2r, 12) and 4r - 1 - b > max(2s, 12). 
Then, the composite homomorphism 
*p @ ‘b ~4r-1(S04s-l-rr)~‘~s-1(S04r-l-b)- 714r- 1w4s- 1) c3 n4s- 1w4r- 1) 
in non-zero. 
The proof here is exactly the same as that of 1.4.6. The dimension restrictions are those 
imposed by the Barratt-Mahowald theorem. 
For purposes of detecting as many non-zero Tkn as possible, we want to choose a and b 
as large as possible. For r, s 2 6, these choices are 
a = 4s - 2r - 2 and b = 4r - 2s - 2. 
Choosing these values of a and b, and combining 1.2.4 and 1.4.7, we have the following: 
1.4.8 COROLLARY. Let r and s be integers satisfying r < 2s < 4r and r, s 2 6, and let 
t = r + s. Then, thefollowing groups are non-trivial: 
(a) im(~+IW,,+I) @ ~4S-1(S02S+l) 5 r41-1), a’ = a 0 Ci4s-2r-t 0 i4r-2s--2) 
(b) I-;;:: 
(c) rc,(Diff(S4’-2-i, D+4’-2-i)), 0 < i 2 2t - 3 
(d) ni(Diff S41-2-i), 0 5 i < 2t - 3. 
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This proves most of Theorem 1.4.4. It remains to obtain similar results for 4 I t < 12. 
We can no longer use the Barratt-Mahowald theorem. Instead we follow the procedure of 
Milnor in [35]. 
1.4.9 Discussion of Milnor’s method 
Recall that 
c,,,= arUs .- ,-_ (22r - 1) B 
4a,(22’-1 - 1) 2r ’ 
(22S- 1) B 
2s 7’ t=r+s, 
regarded as an element of Q or Q/Z, and that 
C’(C(U 0 B)) = CL S U@,(P), 
where A,.(U) is given by (7) in the proof of 1.4.6. To show that ~c(a(cc 0 p)) is non-zero in QQZ, 
it suffices to show that A,(a)A,(/?) is not divisible by denom C,., s. The following lemma, due to 
Milnor [35], is our main tool. 
1.4.10 LEMMA. Let a, b, r, and s be non-negatire integers such that 
4s - I - a > 2r and 4r - I - b > 2s. 
Then, we may choose cz @ fl in 
im(7k,- 1(S04S- 1 -2 0 ribs- 1(S04,- 1 -,I -ffL h- ,(SO,,- I) 0 T.+ ,(SO,,- ,N 
such that A,(a)A,(/3) has no prime divisors greater than max(2r - 1, 2s - 1, 3). 
Proqf (We follow Milnor’s proof in [35]. That proof appears to have a small gap that 
we fill.) Consider the commutative diagram 
714r - l(wl) ir 
i* ‘i* 
- n4,-,(SO,+~) - *‘a- 714r- 1(334r- 1) 
The horizontal arrows are induced by inclusions, and the vertical arrows denote the Pontrja- 
gin-number homomorphisms. For 2r < n < 4r - 1, let 04r-l_-n denote the order of 
7r4,.-r(S”) = I$,._-~. Then, because 
%r- I(SO”) i* - 714,-IWnil) - 
S 
=4r-1-n 
is exact, im i, z o~~_~_,, * n,,_,(SO,+,). Therefore, 
(8) Pr(~4r-lcw) 2 01 . 02 * *** * 04,-l-n Pr(774,-1W4*-ID 
Now we evaluate p,(rr4,-1(S04,_,)). 
We have a commutative diagram in which the row and column are exact: 
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Q-(S47 
lj \-2, 
r.tr- ,(SO,,- 0 - n4r- I (SO,,) - < ,~ Tc+- l(S4’_ ‘) - 1)1 7%ZW4r-1) - 0 
n.t,.- ,(SOS,.i 1) 
By elementary group theory, 
im li G-~(SO~,) im 1 -52 N-. 
im f7 im i + im ,j im h 
Now, x~~-,(SO~~+~) 1. TI~,,(S~~) N n4,_l(S4’-1) N L. and /I is always multiplication by 
rt_ 2 (because j(l) = + t,, , the class of the tangent bundle of S4r, and f(t4J = + the Euler 
characteristic of S 4r = +2). Moreover, except de/I r = 1, 2. n4,_,(S04,_1) N L,, so that 
then im I= im /I, and, therefore, im g = im I<( =n4r_ ,(S04,+1)). Therefore, except when 
I’= 1.2 
(9) Pr(‘l4r-1(S04r-l)) = Pr(~4r-IW4r+L)) = GJ” - l)!Z. 
When i’ = 1 or 2, then n,,_,(SO,,_,) rr_ 0, so that 
7[4r-,(S04r+ 0 im 1 X4,_ 1(S4’- ‘) N-= 
im g rtnh 2q- ,(s+‘) = H2. 
In this case then, 
(TO) Pr(774r-1(S04,-1)) = %‘r(~4r-1tS04,+1)) = k@‘- l)!z. 
Combining @-(IO), we get when, II > 2r. 
(When n 2 4r - I, detine the symbol or * .. . . Oar_, ~,* to be 1). 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we use a theorem of Serre, as does Milnor in [35], 
p. 970, to conclude that oi has no prime divisors greater than 2r - I. The result now follows 
immediately from the definition of A, (see equation (7) in the proof of 1.4.6). Q.E. D. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4.4, we compute C,. s, for suitable r and .F, observ- 
ing that in each case denom C,, s has prime factors strictly larger than max(2r - 1, 2s - 1, 2). 
In Appendix A.2, we exhibit the computations for (r, s) = (i, i) and (i. i + 1) 2 I i 5 5. 
Since the numerical constraints in 1.4.10 still allow us to choose 
a = 4s - 2r - 2 and b = 4r - 2s - 2 
as in 1.4.S, above, the computations. together with 1.4.9 and 1.4.10, show that the con- 
clusions of 1.4.8 extend to the values of r and s listed above. This immediately gives 1.4.4. 
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51.5 DETECTING ELEMENTS IN I'$::: n bP4, A IMAGEa 
Recall thatj, is the order of image J4r_-1 and that a, is 1 or 2 according as r is even or 
odd. Let 
6, = 22’(22r-l - 1) 2 a,j, 
In [30], it is shown that bP,, is cyclic and 
(2) 
Let r + E = t and set 
(3) 
order bP,, = i a,. 
O,, S = e,/g.c.d. (a,, 6, as,). 
1.5.1 THEOREM. 5'uppose that r < 2s < 4r, and let t.= r + S. Then: 
(a) bP,, n image a contains an element of order 0,. d, provided that r, s 2 4. 
(b) I?$: n bP,, n image a contains an element of order O,,,, provided that r, s 2 6. 
Remark. By making use of Wall’s classification of (n - I)-connected 2n-manifolds, 
D. R. Anderson obtains 1.5.1 (a) in case r = s, [3]. 
Theorem 1.51 is clearly uninteresting unless we can show that O,,, > 1. 
1.5.2 PROPOSITION. Suppose r c 2s < 4r, and let t = r + s. Then: 
(a) O,,, is odd. 
(c) Write r = 2d(2e + 1). Then, O,,, > 2’-d-9. 
1.5.3 COROLLARY. Write t = 2d(2e + I), and suppose that d 2 1 and t 2 12. Then, 
ri:Ii n bP,, n im a contains an element ofodd order > 2’-d-8. 
This corollary follows immediately from 1.5.1(b) and 1.5.2(c). 
Proposition 1.5.2 is a purely number-theoretic result; its proof involves various facts 
about Bernoulli numbers. We give the proof in Appendix B. The estimate in (b) is not 
generally useful, since j&j, is hard to evaluate. When r = s, however, we can get a good 
lower bound for this quantity, obtaining (c). Note that 2’-d-8 2 2’-‘/t, which exceeds one 
and is increasing for t 2 12. Corollary 1.5.3 gives information about r$:1: only for even t. 
To get information for all t, we prove the following: 
1.5.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose that r is an odd prime and that s is any integer such that 
r < s < 2r. Then, 
2 3r-s- 12 
o,,, ’ Pa 6rs + 3s 
IS.5 COROLLARY. For all t 2 12, Ii::: n bP,, n im a contains a non-trivial element of 
odd order. 
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Remark. The proof (in Appendix B) consists of two kinds of computations and number- 
theory. The first computation works directly with the definition of O,,, and is highly non- 
trivial. For this, we thank Mary Willard and thank the University of Alberta for the use of 
its IBM 360 computer. The second computation, based on 1.5.4, is trivial. Finally, for the 
number-theory, we thank V. Udrescu (Math. Institute, Rumanian Academy) for the 
reference that we used, and we thank Alfred Weiss (undergraduate, University of Alberta) 
who obtained the same results for us independently. This corollary enables us to improve 
results earlier announced in Bull. Am. math. Sot. 76 (1970), 1246-1250). Specifically, the 
awkward notion of “admissible” number is no longer needed. 
The proof of 1.5.1 is based on the following three results: 
1.5.6 PROPOSITION. Let r and s be positive integers, r < 2s < 4r, and let t = r + s. 
Suppose that z E x4,_ ,(SOL,_ ,) and /? E rids- I(SO,,_ 1) are classes such that 
EJ+I,~,-I (a) = 0 = EJ+1,4r-1(B), 
where E is the usual suspension homomorphism. Let W4’(a, /I) be the manifold obtained bJ 
plumbing together the disc bundles corresponding to t(a) Q &l and l(p) @ c1 (cf. 1.4.6, proof 
of (a)). Recall that (iW4’(a, fl) represents a(a @ /I). 
Then, dW4’(x, /?) bounds a n-manifold of index 
- d d, p,(a)p,(tJ), 
where d, = 22r(22r-’ - 1) - . 
(2r) ! 
Remark. This result is obtained in [3] in the case r = s (cf. the remark following 1.5.1) 
1.5.7 THEOREM (Barratt, Mahowald [7]). Let k and n be positive integers, k < 2(n - 1) 
and n 2 13, and let V, be the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal n-frames in R2”. Then, the 
fibration SO,, J - SO,, --f V, determines a short exact sequence 
a 
0 - %+ I(K) - n,(SO,) it 7kW2J - 0. 
Moreover, there is a homomorphism s, : n,(S02,,) = n,(SO) -+ n,(SO,) splitting ,j* which 
is natural with respect to inclusions i : SO,, + SO,,, (i.e., i, s, = s,). 
1.5.8 LEMMA. Let k and n be as in 1.5.7, and let E” : nk+“(Sn) --+ nks denote the 
iterated suspension homomorphism. Then, 
ker E” n im Jk,. = Jk,n(&T(k+l(Vn)). 
Proof of 1.5.1 
(a) Step 1 
We determine elements a E z~,_~(SO~~._~) and /I E ~4s--I(S04r--i) satisfying: 
(i) p,(a) = a, j,(2r - 1) ! ; p&3) = a, j,(2s - I) ! (j, = order im J4k _ ,) 
(ii) EJ4,-1,+I(a) = 0 = EJ,,-,,,,-,(P). 
By 1.5.7, we can find a’ E K~~_~(SO~~__,) and j_?’ E Q-~(SO~~_~) mapping onto generators of 
~Q_~(SO) and n,,_,(SO), respectively, because r -C 2s < 4r and r, s 2 4. Therefore, by 
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Bott’s theorem ($1.4, equation (6)). we may suppose that p,(r’) = a,(2r - I)! and p,(/?‘) = 
a,(2s - I)!. 
It is well known that im E” oJk,, = imJ,, so that J4,_1,4s_l(,jrr’) E ker E” and 
J4s-1,4r-l(js/?‘)~ ker E”. B y 1.5.8, there exist x E I-C& V4s_1) and 4’ E n,,(V,,_,), such that 
J4r-,.&l(.~r r’ - iix) = 0 =J4s-,<4r_l(,jsfl’ - av>. 
Set a =,j,r’ - C:x and /j =i,p’ - ?JI. Since 2.x and i;y are stably trivial 
P,(K) = .ir ~(a’) and ~0) = j, P&U! 
SO that u and /Y satisfy (i) and (ii). 
Step 2 
We now use 1.5.6 to conclude that the homotopy sphere c7kV4’(a, /I) (which represents 
a(cc 0 /I)) bounds a rr-manifold P4’ of index 
- dr cf., fh(~)~,(P) = -(I, &j, .i, a, a,(2r - 1) Us - 1) ! 
- --Or% 
(cf. 91.5, equation (I). above, and the definition of d, in the statement of 1.5.6). By 1301, the 
order of (T(M @ p) in bP4r is, then, given by 
order bPdt/g.c.d. (order hP,, , _B Index P) 
= 8 order bP,,!g.c.d. (8 order bP,, , Index P) 
= a,/g.c.d. (or, U,CJ,) = O,,,Y. 
(b) This proof proceeds in exactly the same way, except that, here, we want to pull back 
c[ (resp., /?) a stages (resp., b stages) to rr4r-1(S04s-1_o) (resp., TC~,~_~(S~~~_~_~)), where 
a = 4s - 2r - 2 and b = 4r - 2s - 2. By 1.5.7. this can be done. provided r, s 2 6. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof qf‘ 1.5.6 
Let :! be an iv-dimensional Euclidean vector bundle over S4’ x S4’ that is a stable 
inverse for t(a) x t(p), N > 4r + 4s, and let S(y) be the total space of the associated sphere 
bundle. It follows directly from the hypotheses that this sphere bundle is fibre-homotopy 
trivial. Let 
T: S(y) -+ S4’ x S4” x SN-’ 
be a fibre-homotopy trivialization. Choose a smooth ball B4’ in the complement of 
S4’ v S4” c S4’ x S4” and adjust T, if necessary, so that, over B4’, it comes from an ortho- 
gonal bundle map. 
W4’(a, /Q contains a copy of S4’ v S4’, to which we give the same name: namely, the 
union in W4’(a, /I) of the zero-sections of the plumbed disc bundles. Because 
~J&1,4,-1 (z) = 0 = EJ4,-, .4r- I(B), 
it follows from [26], Proposition 6.2, that there is an orientation-preserving homotopy 
equivalence of pairs 
( W4’(c1, /I), ~W”(CI, /I)) f (S4r x S4” - int BJf, aB”> 
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taking S”’ v S4” identically onto S4’ v S 4’. 
Let v denote the normal bundle of W4’(a, p) in R”+“. One shows easily that 
I’lS4r v s 4s is equivalent to f*r ) S4’ v S4’, and, since S4’ v S4’ is a deformation-retreat 
of W4’, this implies that v is equivalent toJ’*y. 
Let F : v + y be an orthogonal bundle map covering f, and let Fe be the associated map 
of sphere bundles. Then. the composite 
S(v) Fo S(y) 1‘ ~4’ x ~4.7 x sN- 1 
determines a fibre-homotopy trivialization of S(r) that, over ZW4’(a, p) comes from an 
orthogonal framing G of v 18 W. 
We now apply the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction to 3 W with respect to the framing G. 
Because G extends over W4r(a, p) (even if only as a fibre-homotopy framing), it follows that 
the resulting homotopy class in TL~~_~ is trivial. Therefore, c7W4’(a, /I) bounds a framed 
manifold P4’ such that the framing of P4r coincides with G over ZW4’(a, /i’). 
Let - W4’(a, fl) be the oriented manifold obtained from W4’(r, p) by reversing its 
orientation, and let P ud - W be the oriented, C” manifold obtained by pasting together 
P 4f and W4’(a, j?) along their boundaries and oriented compatibly with P4’ and - W4’(a, [j). 
Extend f to a mapj‘:Pu,-W-+S4’xS4’ which is trivial outside - W4’(a, /I) u (a 
collar of iYP4’ in P4’). The fact that the framing of P4’ coincides with G over a W4’(a, fl) 
implies that p* y is the stable normal bundle of P u, - W. Therefore, f*(t(a) x ((/I)) is 
stably-isomorphic to the tangent bundle z of P us - W. 
For any vector bundle 5 with finite-dimensional base space B, let p(t) E H*(B; Q) be its 
total Pontrjagin class, and let L(t) = L(p(()) E H*(B; Q) be the corresponding total Hirze- 
bruch class. If x E Hi (B; Q) is any homology class, let L(r)x denote the evaluation of 
L(l)i on X. 
Now, Index (W) = Index (S4r x S4’) = 0. Therefore, 
Index (P) - Index (P ug - W) = L(f))cP u, - W] 
= UJ*(&a) X t(B)))CP Ua - WI 
=I*L(W X &P>>CP Ua - WI 
= -L(t(a) x {@))[S4’ x S4’] 
= -Y&GCS4’1 * Z4W))CS4”1 
= - 4 4 d-4d% 
where d, is precisely the leading coefficient l&l (see 1.4.5). 
Proof of 1.5.8 
Q.E.D. 
We proceed by induction on k - II (which may be negative), subject to the restrictions 
k < 2(n - 1) and n 2 13. 
First, consider any pair of natural numbers (k, n) such that k < 2(n - l), n 2 13, and 
k - n < - 1. In this case (the stable range), E ir is an isomorphism and 7ck+r( I’,) = 0, so that 
the result holds trivially. 
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Next, suppose that (k, n) is any pair such that k < 2(n - l), II 2 13, and that we have 
proved the result for all such pairs (k’, n’) satisfying k’ - n’ = k - n - 1. In particular, the 
result holds for (k, n + 1). We use the following diagram: 
Here, a’ and ‘p* are the usual maps in the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 
so, -+ so,,i -+ S”. The homomorphism P : n,+,(S”) -+ nk+“(S”) is given by the Whitehead 
product: P(a) = [cc, 1.1, I, E q(S”) the homotopy class of the identity map. Finally, H’ is the 
generalized Hopf invariant of G. Whitehead composed with the inverse of the suspension 
isomorphism E” : n,(S”) + nk+,+l(s ‘“+I). Note that because of ambiguity in our notation, 
E” o E = E”. 
The diagram commutes. (For the commutativity of the left-hand triangle, see [52, 
Th. 3.21. For the commutativity of the rectangle, see [53, p.4181. For the commutativity of 
the right-hand triangle, see [22, p.4341.) The sequence a’ + i, -+ qx is, of course, exact. So is 
P-+ E-t -H’, [27]. 
By the induction hypothesis 
(4) ker E” n imJk,n+l = Jk,n+,(ank+,(yn+,>). 
From this and the commutativity of the diagram, it follows that 
(5) ker(E if 0 E) n imJk,” =,Jk,.(%+i(VJ). 
To prove the reverse inclusion, we choose a y E n,(SO,) such that EJ,, .(y) E ker E if. By 
(4), EJ,,&) = -J,,,+l(dx), for some XE rrk+l(Yn+l). Since -H’EJ,,.(y) = 0, we have 
H’J,c,,+lW = 0, which, by commutativity, implies that cp,(ax) = 0. Therefore, some 
w E n&SO,) maps onto ax via i,. Since i*s, = s,+~ (see 1.5.7), w can have no component in 
the summand s,(nk(SO)). That is, w E &ck+i (V,). Moreover, by construction and commuta- 
tivity EJk, .(y - w) = 0, so that by the exactness of the sequence P -+ E + - H' and com- 
mutativity of the left-hand triangle, there is a u E x k+l(S”) such that Jk, .(y - w - 8~) = 0. 
It remains to observe that LJ’ factors through c?, so that Jk,“(y) E Jk,n(&ck+l(Vn)). 
This implies that the inclusion in (5) is actually an equality and completes our induction. 
Q.E. D. 
Remark. The restriction k < 2(n - 1) plays two roles in this argument. First, we need it 
in order to apply 1.57. Secondly, without it, H’ is not defined. The exactness of P --t E --f -H’ 
is crucial to the argument. 
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APPENDIX A. LOW-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTATIONS 
In this appendix, we display some computations and results for low-dimensional I;. 
IA.1 THE T-PAIRING 
We use the notation and results of Toda [48], [49], Toda and Mimura [38] and 
Mimura [37]. 
There are elements 
r, E T[sS and /I, E qos 
of order 3, and elements 
v E 713s and ~EYT,,~ 
of order 8 and 2, respectively, such that the composites 
%OPl EQS and v 0 ij: E 7rz2’ 
are non-zero. Thus, the composites have order 3 and 2, respectively. 
Since JJ : n3(SO)-+ ngs is onto, ai and v belong to im J3 . On the other hand, rcro(SO) N 0. 
so that & $ im JiO. It is known that (5 generates a direct k, summand of zigs [l] whereas 
im Ji9 is a direct summand of order 23.3. 1 I, [48]. Therefore, 5 4 im J1 9. 
Applying Lemma 1.3.2 and Remark 1.3.3, we see that a1 0 & corresponds to some order- 
three element in 
;im(IY-‘” @I n,(SO) A I 13) 
whereas v 0 0 corresponds to some order-two element in 
im(Iig @ n,(SO) L I 22 ). 
Therefore, by Proposition 1.2.3, 
B, c IY413 and Z, E r422. 
In the first case, it is known that r13 G Z, , so that 
I-13 = I- 
4 
13. 
In a similar way, we can show that 
im(TP+’ 07t,(so)h-p+2) 
is Z, , for p = 7,8, 13, 15, 16, 19. Since this group is a subgroup of IYzp+‘, we may conclude 
(cf., remark after Proposition 1.2.3) that 7t,(Diff(SP, B+p)) has elements of finite order, for 
p as above. 
5A.2 THE COEFFICIENTS C,,, 
The following table displays our calculation of the coefficients C,, , described in 1.4.9 
(t = r + s). 
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r s 
a, a, 
47, 
152 127 
15.63 511 
63’ 2047 
63.255 8191 
2552 7.31.151 
255.1023 2l7 - 1 
1O232 219 - 1 
10234095 22’ - 1 
1 1 -.- 
4 30 
1 1 
-. - 
4 30 
1 1 _.- 
6 42 
1 1 
6 42 
I 1 -.- 
8 30 
1 1 -.- 
8 30 
1 5 
_._ 
10 66 
1 5 _.- 
10 66 
1 1 -.- 4 30 2-*.127-’ 
1 1 
-.- 
6 42 
2-‘.511-’ 
1 1 
-.- 
6 42 
2-‘.2047-’ 
1 1 
8 30 17.2-‘.(8191)-’ 
1 1 -.- 
8 30 
172.2-10.7-1.31-1.151-1 
I 5 
-._ ~ 10 66 17.31.2-*.(2” l)-’ 
1 5 
-.- 
10 66 
(31)2.2-4.(21’ 1)-l .._ 
$2 31.691.2-‘.(2*’ ~ 1)-l 
In the first five rows, C,,, is given a prime factorization. In each case, denom C,, s has 
prime factors > max(2r - 1,2s - 1, 2). We leave to the reader the not too difficult task of 
showing that this also holds for the last three cases. 
ijA.3 A TABLE OF DIVISORS OF ORDER I’,“, n small 
The following table combines our results on the z-pairing and the a-pairing in low 
dimensions. Whenever entries are omitted, this means that our techniques give no new 
information. 
Recall that Tin = r” and that ri+I E rkn. According to Cerf [16], the Gromoll homo- 
morphism 
y(l) : n,(Diff S”-l) -+ r” 
is surjective for all )I, so that lYZ” = r” as well. For the reader’s convenience, we give the 
order of r” = Tin = Tzn precisely. 
n 
k 13 15 19 21 22 
2 3 16,256 523,264 4 4 
3 3 4064 2044 2 2 
4 3 2032 2044 
5 1016 2044 : 
2 
6 508 1022 2 
7 511 
8 511 
Some divisors of order (lYn’). 
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APPENDIX B. NUMBER-THEORETIC LEMMAS 
Here, we prove the number-theoretic results needed in Chapter 1. 
LEMMA 1.4.2. Let v(k) be the maximal number of everywhere linearly independent vector 
fields on S2”+‘. If k # 0, 1, 3, 7, then v(k) < k. 
Proof. According to Adams [2], 
v(k)=p(2k+2)- 1, 
where p, the Hurwitz-Radon function, is described as follows: Write n = 2*(2a + 1) and 
b = c + 4d, with 0 I c I 3. Then 
p(n) = 2’ + 8d. 
Write a = a(n), b = b(n), c = c(n), d = d(n). Then, 
a(2n) = a(n) 
b(2n) = b(n) + 1 
c(2n) 44 + 1, if Olc(n)<3 = 
o 
3 if c(n) 3 = 
d(2n) SE?+ if 0 I c(n) < 3 = 
1 
> if c(n) = 3. 
When k # 0, 1, 3, 7, then k + 1 # 1, 2,4, 8, so that we avoid the cases in which both a(k + 1) 
and d(k + 1) are zero. 
It suffices, therefore, to show that 
p(24 < ?J 
for all n such that a(n) and d(n) are not simultaneously zero. There are two cases. 
Case 1. 0 5 c(n) < 3. 
In this case 
~(24 = 2=@‘)+’  8d(n). 
If d(n) =I 0, then, by hypothesis, a(n) # 0, so that 
n = 2’(“)(2a(n) + 1) = 2’(“)+la(n) + 2’(“) > 2’(“)+ 1 = p(2n). 
If d = d(n) f 0, then 
> 2C(“)+ 1 + 2C(“)+ 1 . 4d 2 2+)+ 1 + 8d(,,\ 
= p(2n). 
Case 2. c(n) = 3. 
In this case, 
~(24 = 1 + 8(d(n) + 1). 
If d(n) = 0, then a(n) # 0, so that 
n = 23(2a + 1) 2 24 > 9 = p(2n) 
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If d(n) # 0, then 
We recall that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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n = 24d(“)+3(2a + 1) > 8(1 + 4d(n)) > p(2n). 
ak = 1 
1, k even 
2, kodd 
jk = ek denom 
B/x 
- = order Jdk _ l. 
4k 
i 
1, k odd 
ek = 1 or 2, k even 
Bk is the kth Bernoulli number. 
denom~~=4P,d’t’P,“‘t’...~~t’, 
Q.E.D. 
where P,, P,, . . . . P, are all primes p such that 2k = 0 (mod p - 1) and Pidi is the highest 
power of Pi dividing k. 
The number 0,. s is defined by: 
(7) O,, s = a,/g.c.d. (a,, a, dr 
where here, as in the rest of this appendix, t = r + s. 
PROPOSITION 1.5.2 (a). (Without conditions on r or s) O,, s is odd. 
Proof. For any integer n, let vz(n) be the largest d such that 2d divides n. It suffices to 
show that 
%(C a,) 2 Vz(~t). 
It follows from (6), above, that the numerator of B,/4k is odd, so that by (1) and (3), 
2k + 1 I v~(c~) < 2k + 2. 
Therefore, 
V&,DS) = vz(q) + v&,) r 2t + 2 2 v&J. 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of the rest of 1.5.2 will use the following estimates: 
B.l LEMMA. (a) Suppose that r, s 2 2 and t = r + s. Then, 
(b) ( 
2r 
1 
22’ - 1 
r ‘--5-- 
(d) Ifr = 2d(2e + l), then j, I 2dt4(22’ - 1). 
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Proof. (a) We use the classical formula 
A definite-integral estimate shows that, when n 2 2, the right-hand side above is less 
than 1 + (l/22”-’ ). Therefore, when n 2 2, 
2(2n)! 1 
(2x)2” i 1 
1 + 22” < B, < (2*)2” ?iyl+&). 
which, after a short calculation, implies (a). 
22’ - 1 = 5 
j=l 
(y) -e 2r(2L). 
(c) Formula (6), above, implies that 
denom 2 = 2 denom :i. 
? he desired result now follows from (3) above. 
(d) This follows from formulas (3) and (6) above together with the classical fact that 
22’(22r - l)(B,/2r) is always a positive integer. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.5.2(b). O,,, > j,ij,j,. 
Proof. Using formula (7), above, and Lemma B.l (a), we get: 
or, s 2 GJ, fJs = 
(22’_’ - 1) 2rs B, a, j, 
(22’_’ - 1)(22S_-1 - 1) - t * B,B, * a,a, ‘i,i, 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.5.2 (c). Ifr = 2d(2e + l), then O,,, > 22r-d-9. 
Proof. Starting with 1.5.2 (b) and applying Lemma B.l (b)-(d), we get: 
r 4r 24’ - 1 24’- 1 
Or,, > - 0 j2,1jr2 > 8 2r 32 .j2Ajr2 2 2d+9(22’ - 1) 
22’ + 1 
=p 
2d+9 
> 22r-d-9 
Q.E.D. 
We prove Proposition 1.5.4 with the aid of the following lemma. 
B.2 LEMMA. (a) Let t = r + s and r I s < 2r. Then 
22’_4 
2’-’ + r - 1 
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(b) If r is an oddprime 25, then 
j, < 24(2r + 1). 
ProojI We only sketch the proof. 
(a) The proof is a slightly more complicated version of that of B.l(b). 
(b) This estimate is proved by applying the hypothesis to formulae (3) and (6), above. 
Q&D. 
Proof of Proposition 1.5.4. 
We start with 1.5.2 (b) and apply Lemma B.2 (a): 
rs 2t or*, ’ - 4t 2r Ui,i, 
0 
2t - 1 
( 
2t - 2 
1 id& 
2t- 1 
> 
. 
22’-4 Jt 
= - 
8 2r _ 1 
7 2S-‘-tr-l’j,j, 
4r - 1 23r+s-6 
2 -.pjjl, r<sc2r 
r f 2 _&A 
2 3r+s-6. J1 >-----,3<rcs-c2r. 
j,_L 
We now suppose that r is an odd prime 25 and s satisfies r < s < 2r. Then, by B.2 (b) 
and B.l (d), 
or,, > 2 3r+s-5jt/24(2r + l).22s+d+4 =23’-“-d-9/24(2r + 1) 
> 23’-‘-d-12/3(2r + l), 
where d = vz(s). Clearly 2d _< s, so that, finally, 
0 > 23r-s-12 
r’S 3(2r + 1)s’ 
This inequality, of course, holds without the assumption r 2 5. Q.E. D. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5.5. 
See the remark under the statement of 1.5.5. By 1.5.3, we may assume t odd. For 
13 5 t 5 62 a non-trivial direct computation, using the table of Bernoulli numbers B,, . . . , B62 
calculated by John Couch Adams in the 19th century (B,, has a numerator with over 100 
digits),findsrandssothat6sr<2s<4r,withr+s= tandO,,,> l.Foroddt,63<t<85, 
we use 1.5.4 to easily find an odd prime r and some s, r < s < 2r, with r + s = t and O,, s > 1. 
For example, if t = 77, choose r = 37, s = 40, and note that 23r-s-12/6rs + 3s is large. 
When r < s < 2r, r + s = t, this last quantity is greater than 2*r-15/t2, which exceeds 1 for 
all t > 85. It remains, thus, to show that, for each odd t > 85, the open interval (+t, +t) 
contains a prime p. For then, r =p and s = t -p would satisfy the conditions of 1.5.4. 
But, in fact, this interval contains a prime for all odd t # 3, 9, 21. One deduces this easily 
from a result on p. 17 of A. Blanchard, Initiation ri la thkorie analytique des nombrespremiers, 
Dunod, Paris (1969). Q.E.D. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE NON-FINITE TYPE OF SOME Diff,M” 
52.1 HOMOMORPHISMS E(f, 9): Diff(P, Dl?) -+ Diff M” 
Throughout this chapter, M” will be a closed, connected, oriented Cm n-manifold, and 
X will be a subset of M”. Recall that Diff(M”, X) consists of all diffeomorphisms in 
Diff M” that fix each point of X and that Diff(M”, N(X)) consists of all such diffeomor- 
phisms that fix each point of some neighborhood of X, the neighborhood epending on the 
diffeomorphism. 
2.1.1 Definition. Let D be a copy of the standard unit n-ball D” smoothly imbedded in 
M”. Choose orientation-preserving, C * imbeddings 
such thatf(+D”) = D_” and g($D”) does not meet D. Set. B = g($D”). 
Given a diffeomorphism d E Diff(D”, D” - +D”), let 
j-#(d) E Diff(S”, D,“) and g,(d) E Diff(M”, M” - B) 
denote the unique extensions ofJdf_’ 1 D_” and gdg-’ 1 B, respectively. 
Clearlyf, and g# are isomorphisms of the topological group Diff(D”, D” - +D”) onto 
Diff(S”, D,“) and Diff(M”, M” - B), respectively. 
Let E’(f, g) be the composite 
Diff(S”, D,“) e*/r-t Diff(M”, M” - B) E Diff(M”, D), 
and let E(f, g) be the further composite 
Diff(S”, D,“) E’(I, Diff(M”, D) E Diff M” 
2.1.2 LEMMA. Letl; g, and D (resp., f ‘, g’, and D’) be as in Definition 2.1.1 above. Then : 
(a) If D = D’, there exists an h E Diff,(M”, D)l_ such that, for all d E Diff(S”, D,“) 
Elf’, g’)(d) = hE’(f, g)(d)h - ’ 
(b) There exists an h E Diff, M” such that, for all d E Diff(S”, D+“), 
E(f’, g’)(d) = hE(f, g)(d)h - I. 
Proof. (a) Use the Disc Theorem of Cerf and Palais [42] to produce an h E Diff,(M”, D) 
such that 
hgf -I 1 D_” = g’(f’)-’ 1 D_“. 
7 If G is a topological group, G,, will always denote its identity component. 
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The result is then immediate. 
(b) The proof copies that of (a), except that we now choose h E Diff, M”. Q.E. D. 
2.1.3 COROLLARY. (a) For every i 2 0, the homomorphism 
ni(Diff(S”, D,“)) E’o: rci(Diff(M”, 0)) 
is independent of the choice off and g. 
(b) For every i 2 0, the homomorphism 
n,(Diff(S”, D,“)) E(j,g), n,(Diff M”) 
is independent of the choice off, g, and D as in 2.1.1. 
Henceforth, we write E,’ and E, instead of E’(f, g)* and E(f, g)*, respectively. 
52.2 THE GROUPS m@iE M”, X) 
2.2.1 Definition. Let f: Z + Z be any continuous map. By the support qff, or supp f, 
we mean the smallest closed set containing {z E Z If(z) # z}. Contrast this with the set 
supp, F defined in Chapter 1 for any C *-bundle equivalence F over Y. We say that f has 
compact support when supp f is compact. 
2.2.2 Definition. Let X be a closed subset of M”. By a DcEmap on M” x R’ rel X, we 
mean an orientation-preserving C a, diffeomorphism f: M” x t-t’-+ M” x R’ such that 
supp f is compact and does not meet X x R’. By a DzJkoncordance on M” x I!%’ rel X we 
mean an orientation-preserving Cm diffeomorphism F : M” x R’ x [0, l] --+ M” x R’ x [0, 1 J 
with the following properties : 
(i) supp F is compact and does not meet X x R’ x [0, 11. 
(ii) F is stationary near (M” x R” x 0) u (M” x R” x 1). This means that, for some 
E > 0, F has the form 
1 
(F&x, y), t) 
F(x’y7 t, = (Fl((x, y), t), 
if t < E 
if t 2 1 - E. 
Given DiEmaps f0 and fi on M” x R’ rel X, we say that f0 is Dzjkoncordant rel X to fi 
provided that there exists a D@concordance F on M” x R’ rel X with F,, = f0 and Fl = fi . 
This clearly defines an equivalence relation on the set of Diflmaps on M” x R’ rel X. We 
denote the set of equivalence classes by ni(D@“; M”, X). 
22.3 LEMMA. Composition of maps defines a group operation on ni(Diff; M”, X). It is 
abelian when i 2 1. 
Proof. The first statement is immediate. To prove the second statement, observe that 
if f and g are two DzFmaps on M x R’ rel X, i 2 1, we can find a Dlj=map f’ that is D/f- 
concordant rel X to f such that supp f’ n supp g = 4. (For example, let ,f’ = (id,, x T) 
f (idlMn x T-l), where T is a suitable translation R’+ R’) Since the commutator 
f’g(j-‘)-‘g-’ = idM” x w,, ni( DrF, M”, X) is abelian when i 2 1. Q.E.D. 
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Henceforth, we shall consider ni(oiff; M”, X) to be a group with respect to the com- 
position operation. 
2.2.4 Remarks. (a) Note that a D$map on M” x [w’ rel X fixes every point in some 
neighborhood of the closed set X x R’ (the neighborhood depending on the map). 
(b) Referring to Chapter 1, $1.1, where we interpret elements of ni(Diff(M”, N(X))) in 
terms of certain C a, bundle equivalences over [w’ with compact support, we see immediately 
that there are forgetful homomorphisms 
ni(Diff(M”, N(X))) -+ TC~(D#; M”, X). 
When X is a (possibly empty) compact n-dimensional submanifold of M”, the inclusion 
Diff(M”, N(X)) c Diff(M”, X) 
is a homotopy equivalence (Chapter 1, proof of Lemma 1.1.4, Step 2). Therefore, identifying 
ni(Diff(M”, N(X))) with ni(Diff(M”, X)) via this equivalence, we obtain “forgetful” homo- 
morphisms 
@ : ni(Diff(M”, X)) -+ TC~(DZ~~ M”, X). 
We shall be particularly interested in the cases in which X is empty, or a smoothly imbedded 
n-ball, or the closure of the complement of one. 
$2.3 A CRITERION FOR THE NON-TRIVIALITY OF nl(Diff M”) 
We begin by imbedding the homomorphism 
ni(Diff(S”, D+“)) A ni(Diff M”) 
into the commutative diagram 
ni(Diff(S”, D+“)) E* ni(Diff M”) 
I 
Q 
I 
Q 
Xi( Dif; S”, D+“) 2 Xi(DZy; M”) 
I 
P 
A n+i+l 
which we shall sometimes refer to as the main diagram. We define d,, P, and &Pi+’ as 
follows : 
2.3.1 Definitions. (a) The definition of J?* is analogous to that of E* in $2.1. Thus, we 
choose C”, orientation-preserving imbeddings f: D” + S” and g: D” -_) M” as in Definition 
2.1.1. Given any DzTmap d on S” x aB’ rel D+“, then (g x id,,)(f-1 x id,,)d(f x id@,) 
x (g-l x id,,) : g(D”) x [w’ -g(D”) x Iw’ extends uniquely to a Dzsmap don 
M” x Iw’ rel(M” - g(+D”)). 
The association d j a well-defines 8,. 
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With this definition of 6’*, it is obvious that the main diagram commutes. 
(b) JZk is the set of oriented-diffeomorphism types of closed, oriented, connected, 
C m k-manifolds. 
Let q : R’ + S i be some orientation-preserving diffeomorphism onto S i - {e,}, fixed 
once and for all, and letf be any DzEmap on M” x R’. We define jto be the compactification 
of (id,, x q)f(idMn x q-l), and we form the oriented, C”, adjunction manifold 
W(f) = M” x D’+’ u M” x D’+‘, 
? 
by the usual pasting process. Note that W(i&,B,,) = M” x S’+‘. One readily verifies that 
the association f -+ W(f) well-defines a function P : q(DtJ.7; M”) -+ AI”+‘+’ which is inde- 
pendent of the choice of u above. 
(c) In Chapter 1, $1.1, we define Cm imbeddings pn, i : S” x R’ + S” + z, which we use 
to define homomorphisms 
nz(Diff(S”, D+“)) yr(l) 7ci_ j(Diff(S”+j, D+“+j)), j 5 i. 
More precisely, given any C” bundle equivalence F over R’ representing an element of 
nz(Diff(S”, De”)), then we let F(j) be the compactification of 
(Pn, j x i&t-,)F(P,,j X id,,-,)-‘. 
The association F+ F(j) defines Y(j). 
We can apply this same construction toDz%maps on S” x [wz rel D+“, obtaining well- 
defined homomorphisms 
q(DzJ-; S”, D+“) ‘YCJ, n,_j(Dzp, S”+j, D+“+j), j 5 i. 
Clearly, ‘I!(j) and ‘@ commute with the forgetful homomorphisms CD. 
(d) Given any DzEmap f on S” x lR” rel D,“, we may use it to form a homotopy 
sphere D”+’ Uf D”+‘. This is just Milnor’s pasting construction (Chapter 1, $1.1). It is easy 
to check that this construction well-defines a homomorphism 
no(Dzfl; S”, D+“) ---% I- n+i+l 
2.3.2 LEMMA. (a) The homomorphisms \?; (j) defined in (c) above are isomorphisms. 
(b) The homomorphism p defined in (d) above is an isomorphism. 
The proof of 2.3.2 is just a direct check, on the level of representatives, and will be 
omitted. 
Let fs be the composite isomorphism 
q(D& S”, D+“) rycr, no(DzJT; Sn+i, D+“+‘) L p+i+ 1 
2.3.3 COROLLARY. Let Cp be the forgetful homomorphism 
x,(Diff(S”, D,“)) + q(Dz~7; S”, D,“). 
The isomorphism e takes im @ onto the Gromoll subgroup IYl:f”. 
Proof. Let 71 : n,(Diff(S”+‘, D+“+‘)) + r”“” be the standard projection. Under the 
identification of r”+“’ with its image in 9’n+z+1 (see Chapter 1, $1.1) via the Milnor 
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pasting homomorphism, n becomes identified with this homomorphism. Therefore, we have 
a commutative diagram 
“z(Diff(S”, n’!\)) ~2, n,,(Diff(S”“. fiJl;;i)) ’ , rn+if 1 
The desired result now follows immediately from Lemma 1.1.13 of Chapter 1, for it implies 
that im(n O yci)) = T?+ it ’ 
,+1 . 
Q.E.D. 
2.3.4 PROPOSITION. We use the notation of the main diagram. For ecery 
4 E ni( Dzr; S”, D+“), 
P 0 d*(4) = [(M” x S’+‘) # C(f$)]. 
Here, # is the operation of connected sum. Recall that this operation determines a well- 
defined action .A?’ x T” + A”. Given any manifold N” representing a class [N”] in JK’, 
the inertia group Z(N “) is just the isotropy subgroup of [N “1 under this action. Combining 
2.3.3 and 2.3.4, we have the following: 
2.3.5 COROLLARY (NON-TRIVIALITY CRITERION). If r;,‘f” $Z(M” x Sit’), then the 
homomorphism 
n,(Diff(S”, D+“)) 2 nz(Diff M”) 
is non-trivial. 
Proof of 2.3.4. 
Let dbe a Difflmap on S” x [w’ rel D,” representing the class 4 E ni(DifS; S”, D+“). We 
may assume that supp d c int D_” x int D’. The class a,($~) is represented, then, by the 
DzJFmap e on M” x Iw' which agrees with (g x idR,)(f -I x idRi)d(f x id,,)(g-’ x idR,) on 
g(D”) x R’ and is the identity elsewhere. Here,S: D” -+ Sn and g : D” + M ” are orientation- 
preserving diffeomorphisms as in Definition 2.1.1 and Definition 2.3.1 (a). 
Let 5 be the compactification of (idiM” x q)e(id,,, x q-l), where z1 : R’ -+ S i - {Z,} is the 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of Definition 2.3.1 (b). Then, the C” manifold 
w(e) = M” x D’+’ u M” x D’+’ 
e 
represents P 0 CT,(~). Note that t is the identity in a neighborhood of (M” x S’)-interior 
(s(3D”) x tl@)). 
We now recall the imbedding p,, i : S” x [w’ -+ Sri+++ used to define G(i) (and, hence, E). 
Consider the composite 
Pn,i(~_n x Ri) Pn*‘-1, ~_n x Ri gf-‘xv - M” x S’, 
where we abuse terminology slightly by writing the symbols for the entire maps p,: and 
gf-’ rather than for their restrictions. The compactification of this map is a C m imbedding 
h : D_“+ * -+ M” x S I. We can extend this to a C co imbeddingwithcorners D_“+j x [0, l] + 
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M” x Dif' by making use of some arbitrary but fixed, C” coliaring of M” x S’ E M 
x D’+‘. Equivalently, and slightly more conveniently here, we extend h to an imbedding 
with corners H : Dn’i’t + M” x D’+’ in the same way. Define k : Snfi + Sri+++ to coincide 
with h-‘7h on D_n+i and with the identity elsewhere. It is not hard to check that W(e) is 
diffeomorphic to (M” x S’+‘) # C, where C = D”+i+l Uk D”+i+l and that Z represents 
%#+ Q.E. D. 
52.4 SPIN MANIFOLDS WITH TRIVIAL RATIONAL PONTRJAGIN CLASSES 
2.4.1 THEOREM. Let M” be a closed, connected, Cm, spin manifold all of whose rational 
Pontrjagin classes are zero. Then : 
I(M” x S’+l) n bP,,+i+Z = O,zyn+i+ 1 =3(mod4),i’> 1. 
Remarks. (a) lhis theorem and its proof are closely related to work of Browder 1121. 
Browder’s results, however, require the hypothesis H’(M” x S’+l) = 0, which the above 
1) theorem does not. This will be crucial for our applications (2.4.3, 2.55, and Remark ( 
following Theorem B of the Introduction). 
(b) Theorem 2.4.1 and the Non-triviality Criterion 2.3.5 imply that, for M” as in 2.4. 
the homomorphism 
1, 
ni(Diff(Sn, D+“)) E, nci(Diff M”) 
is non-zero provided that 
r;,‘;+1 n bP,+i+, # 0 and n + i + 1 =.3(mod 4), i 2 1. 
We now use the results of Chapter 1, 51.5: 
Corollary 1.5.5 states that I$::: n bP,, is non-trivial when t 2 12. Thus, it follows that 
I- ::1,‘1” A bP,+i,, # 0 when, for some t 2 12, n + i + 1 = 4t - 1 and 1 _< i< 2t - 2. 
2.4.2 COROLLARY. Let M” be a closed, connected, C”, spin manifold all of whose 
rational Pontrjagin classes are zero, and let X be a compact (possibly empty) Cm submanifold 
of M”, X # M”. Then, n,(Diff(M”, X)) is non-trivial, provided that, j& some t 2 12, 
n + i + 1 = 4t - 1 and 1 5 i < 2t - 2. In fact, when such a t exists ni(Diff(M”, X)) has the 
non-trivial group 
r~=:+l/r;Jf+l n Z(M” x S’+‘) 
as a sub-factor group. 
2.4.3 COROLLARY. Let T” be the standard n-torus. Then, T” is not a deformation 
retract of Diff, T” when n > 24. 
Proof. Clearly T” satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.4.2. Since n,(T”) = 0, i 2 2, it 
suffices to show, by 2.4.2 (b), that, for every n > 24, there is an i 2 2 such that n + i + 1 has 
the form 4t - 1, where i < 2t - 2 and t 2 11. We leave this calculation to the reader (e.g. 
for n = 25, let i = 21). Q.E.D. 
We now specialize to the case i = 2 and apply a theorem of Browder [lo], which states 
that a connected H-space Y has finite type only if 7t2( Y) = 0. . 
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2.4.4 COROLLARY, Let M4’ be a closed, connected, C”, spin manifold, all of Mlhose 
rational Pontrjagin classes are zero, and Iet X be a compact (possibly empty) C m submanifold of 
M4’, X # M4’. Suppose that t 2 11. Then, Diff,(M4’, X) does not haDe the homotopy type of 
a jinite C W complex. 
Remarks. (a) If we set X = 4 in 2.4.3, we obtain Theorem B of the Introduction. 
(b) All closed, connected n-manifolds of appropriate dimensions satisfy the conditions 
of 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.4. In particular, this includes Lie groups, real Stiefel manifolds, nilmani- 
folds ([6], p. l), homotopy spheres [30], and homotopy tori [24], [51]. 
In $2.5, we give other examples. 
Proqf of Theorem 2.4.1. In [14], Brumfiel defines a homomorphism A : r4’-l -+ Zor, 
where 0, = a,(num B,/4t)2 2t-2(22’-’ - l), a, = 1 or 2 according as t is even or odd. He 
proves that A 1 bP,, is an isomorphism when t is odd and has kernel 0 or Z, when t is even.? 
The definition of I goes as follows: For any C4’-‘, choose a spin manifold W4’ with trivial 
decomposable Pontrjagin numbers such that C4’-’ = d W4’. Then, 1(C4’-‘) = Index 
W4’(mod 0,). Brumfiel shows that such a W4’ always exists and that A is well-defined. 
We now suppose that n + i + 1 = 3 (mod 4), and we assume that C”+i+l E 
Z(M” x Sifl) n bP,,+ i+2. We shall construct a spin manifold W”+i+2 with trivial decom- 
posable Pontrjagin numbers such that C”+i+l = aWn+i+2. Moreover, Wnfi+* Will have 
zero index. The theorem then follows immediately from Brumfiel’s results described above. 
By assumption. there is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 
j$,,pxsi+l h ,(Mn x sifl) f+ yfifl. 
We form the connected-sum-along-the-boundary 
N= (M” x D’+*) # (En+‘+’ x [0, l]), 
connecting M” x S’+’ to C”+i+l x 1, and then we construct the adjunction manifold 
FY = (M” x D’+*) U,, N. Here we assume that M” x D” and its copy in N are first disjoint 
and then adjoined by 17. W is given a C (n structure in the usual way and an orientation com- 
patible with that of M” x D”* and incompatible with that of N. One checks that a W is 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphic to Y+i+l. 
Claim : (a) W is a spin manifold. 
(b) The decomposable Pontrjagin numbers of Ware zero. 
(c) The index of W is zero. 
Proof of (a). Since W is oriented, it suffices to show that the second Stiefel-Whitney 
class w2(W) is zero. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (with E, coefficients) 
. . . - H’(M” x II’+*) @ H’(N) 
A 
H'(M' x S’+‘) d H*(W) m* N*(M” x D’+‘)@H*(N) ___, ... 
t The ambiguity has recently been removed by M. Mahowald, Bull. Am. math. Sot. (1970) 1310-1313. 
It follows from his work that x is an isomorphism for all t. 
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Here, m* is determined by restriction, 6 is the usual Mayer-Vietoris coboundary, and A 
is given by A(xl, x2) =jl*(xl) - h*j,*(x,), where jr : M” x S’+’ -+ M” x D’+2 and 
j, :(f+,fn x si+l) ++ y+i+l + N are inclusions. Since i 2 I, A is surjective, so that m* is 
injective. But m*(wz(W)) = (wz(M” x Di+2), w,(N)), by naturality of Stiefel-Whitney 
classes, and w,(M” x Dif2) = 0 = w,(N), because M” is a spin manifold. Therefore, 
wZ(W) = 0, as required. 
Proof of(b). We use a Mayer-Vietoris sequence similar to that in (a), except that we 
now need rational coefficients and a higher-dimensional segment of the sequence. We pre- 
serve the notation of the sequence above. 
By naturality of Pontrjagin classes, m*(p,(W)) = (p,(M” x Di+2), p,(N)). Moreover, 
p,(M” x D”+‘) = 0 = p,(N), because all the rational Pontrjagin classes of M” are zero. 
Therefore, for each natural number r, there is a class qr E H4’-‘(M” x S if1) such that 
p,(W) = S(q,). It is a standard property of the Mayer-Vietoris coboundary 6 that every 
cup product of the form S(a) u 6(b) is zero. Therefore, all monomials p,,(W) *-*p,_(W), 
a > I, are zero. Now, replacing W, N by I%‘, fi (see proof of(c), below) in this argument, we 
obtain the desired result. 
Proof of(c). We use the notation &’ cK” to denote the cone on K. Let I? = W v c d W = 
M” x Dii2 U,,fl, where fl = N u c(Z”+~+’ x 0). Both @ and 10 are PL manifolds, and 
Index W = Index I@. If we cut I? along M” x S i+l and glue together again according to any 
homeomorphism, the result will have the same index as I%? We note that there is an orienta- 
tion-preserving PL homeomorphism G : M” x Di+2 +fi. Let g = G/M” x S’+‘. Then, 
idMn x ,,i + 2 u G determines an orientation-preserving PL homeomorphism 
M” x Si+2 = M” x Di+2 u M” x D’+’ - 
idMnxS!+’ 
M” x Di+2 y 10. 
Therefore, 
Index W = Index I? = Index(M” x Dif2 u I?) = Index(M” x Si+2) 
4 
= Index(a(M” x Di+3)) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4.2. First, consider the case X = 4. That xi(Diff M”) has 
I-;=;+ l/I-;=;+1 n I(M” x S’+‘) 
as a sub-factor group is a trivial consequence of the commutativity of the main diagram 
(§2.3), Corollary 2.3.3, and Proposition 2.3.4. More precisely, these show that 
I-;;f”/F;,‘f” n I(M” x Si+‘) 
is a sub-factor group of E,(rri(Diff(S”, D+“)). The non-triviality of this subfactor group, 
under the stated hypotheses, follows immediately from Theorem 2.4.1 and the subsequent 
Remark (b). 
In general, let B” be a ball smoothly imbedded in M, - X. According to Definition 2.1.1 
and Corollary 2.1.3, E, factors through ni(Diff(M”, M” - B”)) and, therefore, through 
rri(Diff(M”, X)). The desired result now follows from the first paragraph. Q.E.D. 
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2.4.5 Remark. Auslander and Szczarba show that if M” is diffeomorphic to a homo- 
geneous space of a connected solvable Lie group (i.e. M” admits the structure of a solvmani- 
fold), then all the rational Pontrjagin classes of M” are zero, [6]. The above results apply, 
therefore, to compact solvmanifolds M” for which wl(M”) = wZ(M”) = 0 (e.g. to nilmani- 
folds). Not all compact solvmanifolds satisfy this last condition on Stiefel-Whitney classes, 
however [6]. 
52.5 RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS WITH CONSTANT SECTIONAL CURVATURE 
2.5.1 PROPOSITION. If M” is a Riemannian manifold with constant sectional curcature, 
then the rational Pontrjagin classes of M” are zero.7 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for real Pontrjagin classes. According to [31], 
p. 313, the kth real Pontrjagin class of M” is represented by the unique closed 4k-form whose 
lift to the tangent frame bundle of M” is given by 
(1) c @:::j:; fif; A . *. * Q%‘ ,2k 3 
where n = (Q,‘) is the curvature form for M”. Here (iI, . . . , i,,) ranges over all ordered sub- 
sequences of (1, 2, . . . , n), (jr, . . . , j,,) ranges over all permutations of (iI, . . . , izk), and 
Sj::::k denotes the sign of the permutation. 
We now choose an arbitrary p E M” and local coordinates x1, . . . , x, around p. If (gij) 
denotes the components of the metric relative to these coordinates, let (gij) denote the inverse 
matrix. When n 2 3, we obtain the equation (cf. [54], p. 56) 
(2) Rij = Kdxi A dxj, 
where (Cl,,) is related (0,‘) by 
(3) 0,; = 1 giQ, . 
k 
In (2), K is the curvature constant. 
According to a theorem of Riemann (see [54], p. 69), the fact that M” has constant 
curvature allows us to choose the coordinates x1, . . . , X, SO that (gij) is diagonal. Therefore, 
(2) and (3) yield 
(4) Qji = Kgiidxi A dx,. 
We now insert (4) into (1) and observe that, in each summand +RjliC A . . . A C$&, 
each l-form dxi,, . . . , dxizli will occur twice. Therefore, the form vanishes. 
It follows that the real Pontrjagin classes of M” are zero, the condition II 2 3 being 
trivially inessential. Q.E.D. 
2.5.2 Remark. The only even-dimensional, connected, oriented manifolds of constant 
positive curvature are standard spheres. 
The following proposition demonstrates the existence of a large class of manifolds with 
zero sectional curvature (i.e. flat manifolds) which admit spin structures. 
t This proposition is due originally to S. Chern, Abh. Murh. Sem., Hamburg (1956). 
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25.3 PROPOSITION. Let G be a group of odd order k > 1, and suppose that it is generated 
by r elements. Choose n 2 3 so that n - 1 = 0 (mod k) and n - l/k 2 r - 1. Then, for every 
such n, there exists a flat, compact, connected, riemannian n-manifold having G as linear 
holonomy group and admitting a spin structure. 
Remark. Auslander and Kuranishi [5] show that G is the linear holonomy group of 
some compact, flat, riemannian manifold. ‘I his proposition gives information about the 
possible dimensions of such manifolds and shows that they admit spin structures. 
Proof. We first remark that if F is a free group of rank r(F) and R is a subgroup of F 
of index k, then the rank of R is exactly 1 + k(r(F) - 1) (see [33, p.361). 
Now let G, k, r and II be as above, and let 
l-+R-+F-+G-+l 
be an exact sequence of groups, where F is free of rank r(F) = (n - l/k) + 1 2 r. Then, 
rank R = n. According to the proof given in [54, p.1101, of a theorem of’ Auslander and 
Kuranishi, G is the linear holonomy group of some flat, compact, connected riemannian 
manifold M ofdimension n. It remains to show that M admits a spin structure. 
But M is covered by the standard torus T” with deck transformation group isomorphic 
to G. Since G has odd order, the covering projection induces an isomorphism of Z,-cohomo- 
logy groups. Combining this with the naturality of Stiefel-Whitney classes with respect to 
covering projections and the parallelizability of T”, it follows that M has trivial Steifel- 
Whitney classes. In particular, wl(M”) and w,(M”) vanish, as desired. Q.E.D. 
2.5.4 PROPOSITION. Let M” be a compact, connected, oriented, riemannian manifold of 
constant, negative sectional curvature. There exists a jinite riemannian covering Ii?” + M” 
such that ii?” admits a spin structure.? 
Proof. M” may be obtained by factoring the hyperbolic space H” = SO(n, l),/SO, by 
the free, properly discontinuous action of some discrete, f.g. group I [54]. Here, SO(n, 1) c 
SL(n + 1, rW) consists of all transformations with positive determinant that leave invariant 
the pseudo-metric xi2 + * *. + xn2 - xi+ 1. I7 may be realized as a discrete subgroup of 
SO(n, l). intersecting SO,, trivially [54], p. 69. 
We now pass to the universal covering group Spin(n, 1) of SO(n, l). (cf. [18], p. 55) 
and Spin,, of SO,, and we pull back I to a discrete subgroup i; c Spin(n, 1). Since Spin(n, 1) 
is a linear group, a theorem of Selberg (cf. [8], p. 114) implies that F contains a subgroup 
f, of finite index with no elements of finite order. Thus, l?, must intersect the compact 
group Spin, trivially. Let I,, c I be the projection of T, in SO(n, I), , and let ii?” = 
Io\SO(n, l)JSO, . Clearly, there is a finite riemannian covering fin + M”. It remains to 
show that A” admits a spin structure. 
Because T, has trivial intersection with Spin,,, the compact homogeneous space 
ro\Spin(n, 1) becomes a principal Spin, bundle with respect to right translation. Its associa- 
ted SO, bundle is just T,,\SO(n, l),, , which is precisely the principal SO,, tangent bundle of 
r,\SO(n, l),/SO, = iii”. Q.E.D. 
-_ 
t We are indebted to Professor A. Borel, who pointed out this proof to us. 
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2.5.5 THEOREM. Let M”’ be a compact, connected, riemannian manifold with constant 
5 ect ional curvature, and suppose that M4’ admits a spin structure. Let X be a compact (pos- 
Jibly empty (submanifold of M4t, X # M4’. Finally, suppose t 2 11. 
Then, Diff,,(M4’, X) does not have the homotopy type of a finite CW complex. 
Remark. Propositions 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 show that for each n as above, there exist mani- 
folds of constant negative curvature and manifolds of zero curvature satisfying the hypo- 
theses of the theorem. The standard reimannian sphere S” is the only manifold of constant 
positive curvature satisfying all the hypotheses. 
The proof of 2.5.5 is a straightforward combination of the results of this section and 
$2.4. 
$2.6 A PROOF OF THEOREM A AND RELATED RESULTS 
The results of $2.4 imply, of course, that Diff,Sn does not have finite type provided 
that n = 0 (mod 4), n suitably large. We shall greatly strengthen this assetion by making use 
of the homotopy equivalence 
Diff S” N Diff(S”, D,“) x SO,+,, 
which we obtained in Chapter I, Lemma 1.15, and the following lemma. 
2.6.1 LEMMA. Let Mk be a closed, connected, oriented C” manifold, let C” be an 
oriented, C m homotopy n-sphere, n 2 1, and let D be an n-ball smoothly imbedded in C”. Then, 
Diff(Mk x Z’, Mk x D) is homotopy abelian. 
Proof: Let B, and B2 be n-balls smoothly imbedded in C” such that D, B,, and B, 
are pairwise disjoint. Let Di be the smoothly imbedded n-ball closure (z” - B,), i = 1, 2. 
Accljrding to Lemma 1.1.4, the inclusions 
G, = Diff(Mk x C”, Mk x Di) E Diff(Mk x C”, Mk x D) = G 
are homotopy equivalences, i = 1, 2. 
Let p : G x G + G denote the multiplication operation of G, and let T : G x G + G x G 
be the map that switches factors. One easily checks that ,uT ( G, x G, = p 1 G, x G, . It 
follows that pT is homotopic to p, as desired. Q.E.D. 
We now apply a theorem of Hubbuck [25], which states that every connected, homo- 
topy-abelian H-space Y of finite type is homotopy-equivalent to a point or to a product of 
circles. In particular, Zi( Y) = 0, i 2 2. 
2.6.2 COROLLARY. Let Mk, I”, and D be as in 2.6.1, above, and suppose additionally 
that n + k > 24 and that Mk is a spin manifold with trivial rational Pontrjagin classes. Then, 
Diff,(Mk x I”, Mk x D) does not have$nite type. 
Proof. Under the stated hypotheses, Mk x Y is a closed, connected, Cm spin manifold 
with trivial rational Pontrjagin classes so that we may apply Corollary 2.4.2 to conclude 
that ~,(Diff(MkxZ”,MkxD))#O when n+k+i+l=4t-1, l~i<2t-2,t212. 
According to Lemma 2.6.1 and Hubbuck’s result, it now suffices to check that, when 
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k f 12 > 24, we may always choose i so that n + k + i + 1 is of the form 4t - 1 with 
2 I i < 2t - 2,t 2 12. We leave this to the reader (cf. Corollary 2.4.3). Q.E.D. 
2.6.3 Proof of Theorem A. If Diff,, S” is dominated by a finite C W complex, then so is 
the homotopy equivalent group Diff,(S”, D+“) x SO,.,, and, therefore, so is 
Dif&,(S”, D+“). 
It follows that H,(Diff,,(S”, D+“); Z,) is finitely-generated, for all primes p. According to 
Browder [ll], therefore, H,(Diff,(S”, D+“)) has no torsion. In particular, 
x1 = n,(Diff,(S”, D,“)) = H,(Diff,,(S”, D,“)) 
must be free abelian, so that the projective class group I?o(n,) vanishes. This implies, by 
results of Wail [50], that Diff,(S”, D,“) has finite-type. By the result of Hubbuck described 
above, we conclude that Diff,,(S”, D+“) has the homotopy type of a point or of a product of 
circles. 
But Theorem 1.4.4 of Chapter 1 implies that for every n 2 9, there is an i 2 2 such that 
nL(Diff(S”, D,“)) is non-trivial. Moreover, the result of Appendix A.l, Chapter 1, imply that 
Itl(Diff(S7, D+7) and z1(Diff(S8, D+8)) contain elements of finite order. It follows that if 
Diff, S” is dominated by a finite CW complex, then n < 7. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Note that when rc,(Diff(S”, D,“)) has elements of finite order, the theorem of 
Browder used above implies directly that Diff, S” is not finitely dominated. Our results on 
the r-pairing (1.3.6, Appendix A.l) yield infinitely many such n, but not enough to prove 
Theorem A. 
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